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_ihe Phase II study was divided into five major tasks plus reporting (Task V). Task I
covered analysis of the sensitivity of propellants to various system perturbations.
Task H entailed the comparison of using a secondary versus a primary propulsion sys-
tem for minor AV requirements. In Task IH the ground operational requirements and
problems of the candidate propellants were studied. Task IV was the investigation of
the feasibility of using a common stage, with minimum modification, for alternate
space missions. Task VI was the identification of attitude control system requirements
for the missions and configurations considered in Task IV. This volume presents the
results of Tasks IV and VI. Tasks I, II, and III are discussed in Volume II.






The purpose of the propulsion stage commonality task was to: (1) investigate the
feasibility of utilizing a common stage, with minimum modification, for alternate
space missions and (2) to assess the sensitivity of commonality objectives to propellant
combination selected. In the analysis the basic propulsion stage structure, propellant
tanks, and engine systems were designed for a Mars orbiter mission. For other
missions the basic stage remained essentially fixed, with insulation, surface coatings,
pressurization system and meteoroid protection varied to suit the mission require-
ments. Propellant tank sizes were fixed by the Mars orbiter mission and propellant
loading was varied for other missions if this improved performance.
The baseline propulsion stage was designed for orbit injection at Mars of a Mars
orbiter sized for interplanetary injection by a Titan IIID/Centaur launch vehicle. The
mission description and propulsive maneuvers required are as follows:
• 1973 Mars Orbiter/Lander
• 205-day duration with 195-day interplanetary trip, and orbit trim
after 10 days in orbit about Mars
• 6,950 ft/sec, total velocity required of the stage
• Parking orbit ascent mode to 100 nm with up to 90 min. in earth orbit
Four propulsive steps are:
• First midcourse -- fi0 ft/sec @ T - 3 days
• Second midcourse --- 17 ft/sec @ T = 165 days
• Orbit insertion = 6555 ft/sec @ T = 195 days
• Orbit trim = 328 ft/sec @ T = 205 days
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Three propellant combinations were considered in detail, including one cryogen (F2/H 2,
pump fed), o,ie space-storable (FLOX/CH 4, pump fed), and one Earth-storable (N204/
A-50, pressure fed). In addition one pressure fed space storable (OF2/B2H6) stage
was examined to a lesser extent. Three engine companies - Aerojet-General, Pratt
and Whitney Aircraft, and Rocketdyne provided technical data for the propellants and
engine systems used in this task.
The basic study approach for the task is shown in Fig. 1. This approach was taken in
order to develop and evaluate a commonality stage in an iterative manner. A propulsion
module was first defined and its propulsion requirements determined for the Mars
Orbiter mission. This was accomplished by utilizing the Mars Orbiter spacecraft and
optimized pump-fed propulsion stage configurations issuing from contract NASw-1644
Phase I and scaling them to match the capability of a Titan IIID/Centaur launch vehicle
to perform the nominal Mars Orbiter mission. This included the configurations utiliz-
ing F2/H2, FLOX/CH4, OF2/B2H 6 and N204/A-50 propellants. The stage was also
resized to adapt to the 10-foot diameter Centaur. Payload weight and dimensions were
scaled down accordingly, but no attempt was made to reconfigure the spacecraft or to
analyze spacecraft details such as capsule payload requirements vs aerodynamic drag
parameter.
An analysis was then made to determine the feasibility of using the commonality stage
to perform the following missions when launched from Earth by the Titan IIID/Centaur:
(a) Mars Orbiter-Orbit Injection Stage _aseline)
(b) Venus Orbiter-Orbit Injection Stage
(c) Lunar Cargo Delivery-Orbiter/Lander Stage
(d) Jupiter Flyby-Earth Escape Stage
(e) Solar Probe to 0.20 AU-Earth Escape Stage
(f) Mars Orbiter - stage sized to Titan IIID/Centaur but used on
Titan IIID with ascent burn
(g) Mars Orbiter - ascent burn and orbit inject stage optimized for
Titan IIID/Centaur
(h) Jupiter Orbiter - orbit injection stage used first at Earth in ascent
burn mode
3








The characteristics of the selected missions were defined and payload capabilities of
the commonality stage in performing these missions was estimated.
Having established that the commonality stage payloads were potentially very attractive,
the commonality stage design was initiated. The basic structural, propulsion, and
thermodynamic characteristics were defined in detail and an optimization procedure
was carried out to completely describe the design parameters and performance char-
acteristics of the Mars orbiter vehicle. This module was then flown on the other
selected missions and a new optimization computed allowing the insulation thickness,
pressurization requirements, and ullage volume to vary. Preferential spacecraft
orientation and shadow shielding were used where advantageous. Modifications required
to the propulsion stage structure, insulation, propellant loadings, etc., were identified
and mission performance recalculated to determine a refined payload capability for
each stage and mission combination. Concurrently, optimum sizing for stages used
in the ascent-burn mode at Earth departure prior to use for midcourse corrections
and for orbit insertion at Mars were determined. Payload capability in Mars orbit
for a stage sized to Titan IIID/Centaur, but launched by Titan HID and used in the
ascent burn mode, was also determined.
Finally, the commonality characteristics were evaluated and the commonality concept
analyzed. This was accomplished by making a detailed comparison of the relative
performance, operational, and complexity/simplicity advantages of each propellant
combination, in comparison with the remaining propellants, for each mission.
1.2 INITIAL STAGE SIZING
The first commonality subtask was to size the Mars orbiter spacecraft and propulsion
stage to the capability of the Titan IIID/Centaur. It was also necessary to develop
scaling laws and to define requirements for use in later detailed thermal, structural,
design, and performance optimization analyses. The ground rule for stage sizing was
that the Mars orbiter of Phase I be scaled to fit the dimensions and performance
capability of the launch vehicle of Phase 1I. In Phase I the propulsion module was
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sized so that two Voyager spacecraft could be launched on a single Saturn V booster.
In Phase II, a single spacecraft launched by the Titan IIID/Centaur was assumed, and
a size and weight reduction for the orbiter and propulsion module was therefore
required.
The stage sizing was accomplished by optimizing the Mars orbiter vehicle for each
propellant combination and within the Titan IHD/Centaur booster capability shown in
Fig. 2. This figure indicates that a payload of 9700 pounds can be injected to the
Mars transfer velocity of 38,540 feet per second. This 9700 pounds encompasses the
payload, spacecraft, and propulsion module. Only the propulsion module design was
analyzed in detail while the spacecraft, science, capsule, etc. were lumped as useful
payload.
The first parameter examined in the analysis was the engine thrust/weight (T/W) effect
for each propellant and vehicle combination. By NASA ground rule the F2/H 2 and
FLOX/CH 4 systems utilized pump-fed engines and the OF2/B2H 6 and N204/A-50
systems utilized pressure-fed engine. The vehicle payload was computed for various
T/W values with normalized values of inert weight fraction ( _ ). Specific Impulse
(Isp), Mars arrival energy, and stage velocity (AV) were fixed. These data were then
plotted and are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The plots include several values of Isp
in order to cover several propellant combinations and to determine the gravity loss
effect of Isp.
Figure 3 shows that the maximum payload values for the pump-fed systems were
fairly independent of the thrust/weight parameter for values of thrust/weight above
0.45 to 0.50. The pressure-fed systems were insensitive to thrust/weight values
above 0.35 to 0.40, as seen in Fig. 4. From these plots a thrust value of 5,000 pounds
were selected for the pump-fed systems and 3500 pounds for the pressure-fed systems,
with throttling to 500 pounds assumed as a requirement. The pressure-fed engine
thrust was selected on the low end of the range in order to minimize size.
6


























































Engine data were solicited from the engine manufacturers for the chosen engine sizes
and types, while for interim use, engine data from Phase I were scaled down for use
in a preliminary assessment of the general performance level of the new stage. The
scaled down data are shown in Table 1 along with the favored vehicle orientation for
each propellant combination.
Table 1
VEHICLE ASSUMPTIONS FOR PRELIMINARY SIZING



































Subsequent to the selection of preliminary propulsion characteristics, stage concepts
were developed based on Phase I designs. Configurations using four spherical pro-
pellant tanks were assumed for all except F2/H 2. For the F2/H 2 system one arrange-
ment with four spherical tanks, and a second arrangement with an ellipsoldal hydrogen
tank and two spherical fluorine tanks were evaluated. The system with the ellipsoidal
tank had the lowest stage inert weight and was consequently selected. All tanks were
designed with 2021 aluminum and were supported by laminated fiberglass struts. The
basic vehicle structure was also designed with an aluminum space frame. Each tank
was individually insulated with multilayer double-aluminized mylar and Tissuglas
spacers and protected from meteoroids by a dual-wall aluminum shield. Pressuriza-
tion spheres were assumed stored inside the propellant tanks for cryogens and space
storables, but could be stored externally ff enclosed within the main tank insulation.
No thermodynamic analysis was conducted for this initial stage sizing but design data
adapted from the Phase I results were utilized. Preliminary drawings were made,
but are not presented since they are essentially unrefined versions of the final layouts
shown later in Section 1.5.
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Preliminary weights were generated for the alternate concepts for use later in detailed
performance analyses. These preliminary weights and payload capabilities for the
Mars orbiter are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
PRELIMINARY WEIGHTS AND PAYLDAD CAPABILITIES
FOR A MARS ORBITER






















These results showed that using the new criteria and fixed initial weight yielded per-
formance characteristics, on a propellant comparison basis, very similar to that
computed in Phase I. The F2/H 2 system had the best performance, followed closely
by FLOX/CH 4 and OF2/B2H 6. The N204/A-50 system payload was significantly lower
than the others.
The Mars orbiter propulsion module defined above for each propellant combination
was then evaluated to see how well it could perform the broad spectrum of space
missions of interest.
1.3 MISSION AND STAGE REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
With the preliminary definition of a Mars Orbiter propulsion module completed, and
attractive performance promised for the specified alternate missions, the next step
was to define these missions in greater detail and to state the requirements each
mission placed on the commonality stage. The missions, a Mars Orbiter/Lander,
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Lunar Cargo, Venus Orbiter, Jupiter Orbiter, Jupiter Flyby, Solar Probe (0.2 AU)
are summarized in Table 3 and described in the following paragraphs.
Table 3




































































*These missions were added to the matrix specified, but no detailed description or
analyses are provided.
1.3.1 Mars Orbiter Mission
The Mars Orbiter Mission, desc_ed earlier, is designed to obtain data from orbit
about Mars and from a capsul_ lanq_Gl on the Martian surface. The spacecraft includes
an orbiter and a lander, both of whi_ sre placed in orbit about Mars by the common-
_ity stage. The mission description a_d propulsive maneuvers required of a
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spacecraft launched by Titan IIID/Centaur to an injection velocity of 38,540 ft/sec are
as follows :
• Mission year 1973
• 205-day duration with 195-day interplanetary trip, and orbit trim
after 10 days in orbit about Mars
• 6,950 ft/sec total velocity required of the stage
Four propulsion steps are:
• First midcourse = 50 ft/sec @ T = 3 days from launch
• Second midcourse = 17 ft/sec @ T = 165 days
• Orbit insertion = 6555 ft/sec @ T = 195 days
• Orbit trim = 328 ft/sec @ T = 205 days
An additional use for the commonality stage for a Mars Orbiter Mission is in assisting
the launch vehicle to achieve the required 38,540 ft/sec injection velocity at Earth.
This mode, called ascent burn, was assumed for a spacecraft launched by Titan IIID
without Centaur. It was also used for a spacecraft launched by Titan IIID/Centaur,
but with increased propellant loading over that required for post-injection burns.
1.3.2 Lunar Cargo Mission
The Lunar Cargo mission is primarily a resupply lander to support manned activities
on the lunar surface. It could be initiated as soon as a high energy upper stage is
developed, probably 1975 at the earliest. The basic mission profile would include a
launch with the Titan IIID/Centaur to an injection velocity of 36,027 ft/sec. The
propulsion module would first be utilized for midcourse maneuvers with the engine
throttled to 500 pounds thrust. The first midcourse maneuver is scheduled for 38 hours
with a AV of 40 feet per second, and the second maneuver at 68 hours with a AV of
28 feet per second. The primary maneuver consists of two parts, orbit acquisition
and descent. The orbit acquisition occurs at 74 hours and requires a AV of 3195 feet
per second, and the landing maneuver occurs at 81 hours and requires a AV of 5811
feet per second, and continuous throttling capability.
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1.3.3 Venus Orbiter Mission
The objective of the Venus Orbiter mission is to obtain detailed information about the
atmosphere of Venus. The spacecraft includes both an orbiter and a lander. The
lander is considered as part of the payload in this study. The mission opportunity
considered in this study was for the year 1976. The propulsion requirements vary
from opportunity to opportunity but 1976 is typical and a likely initial flight. The
booster is again the Titan IIID/Centaur, providing an injection velocity of 38,339 ft/sec.
The propulsion module would be used only for midcourse maneuvers and orbit injec-
tion. The first midcourse correction occurs after 7 days and requires a AV of 50 feet
per second, and the second midcourse correction occurs after 155 days with a/xV of
17 feet per second. Both midcourse corrections are conducted with the engine throttled
to 500 pounds thrust. The primary maneuver consists of the orbit injection maneuver
requiring a AV of 7200 feet per second. This provides an elliptical orbit with good
observational capabilities. No orbit trim maneuver is specified.
1.3.4 Jupiter Orbiter Mission
The objective of the Jupiter Orbiter mission is to obtain initial detailed data describing
the atmosphere and magnetic field of Jupiter. The initial flight for such a mission is
postulated for 1980 and all mission requirements are based on that opportunity. Other
opportunities would have slightly different requirements. The booster is again the
Titan IIID/Centaur and a combination of launch vehicle plus commonality stage burns
provides an injection velocity of 47,361 ft/sec departing Earth. This use of the space-
craft stage in the launch stage is called ascent burn. The AV contribution of the pro-
pulsion module to the ascent burn is a variable that is affected primarily by the pro-
pellant selected in the propulsion module. There are three midcourse corrections
which are accomplished with a throttled engine. They occur after 7, 100, and 850 days,
and require a AV of 50, 17, and 17 feet per second, respectively. The orbit injection
maneuver of Jupiter is the final propulsive step conducted at full thrust to provide a
AV of 6642 ft/sec. This final burn takes place 900 days after launch from Earth.
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1.3.5 Jupiter Flyby Mission
The objective of the Jupiter Flyby mission is to initiate exploration of interplanetary
space beyond Mars and to obtain data in the vicinity of Jupiter. This flyby mission is
typical of a broad range of direct ascent missions in which the propulsion module is
the last stage in the ascent stack and the mission energy requirements dictate the
mission payload. The first opportunity for this mission is likely to be 1975, and the
injection velocity departing Earth is 46,600 ft/sec. The commonality stage is discarded
after this one burn.
1.3.6 Solar Probe (0.2 A. U. ) Mission
The objective of the Solar Probe mission is to obtain in situ measurements of the solar
environment. This is also a direct ascent mission in which the propulsion module
becomes the last stage in the ascent stack. It is used to achieve the required injection
velocity of 55,000 ft/sec. Following this one burn the stage is discarded.
1.4 PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES FOR ALTERNATE MISSIONS
In the initial stage sizing analysis a propulsion stage for the Mars Orbiter was defined
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This stage, described in Section 1.2, was then flown on the missions defined in
Section 1.3 and the mission payloads calculated. The stage weights together with
specific impulse values previously listed in Table 1 were used to calculate the alternate
mission performance capabilities without specific thermodynamic analyses. The pay-
loads obtained are presented in Table 5. For the Jupiter Orbiter mission shown, two
commonality stages were assumed used. One stage, fully tanked, was used to increase
the booster injection capability, and the other stage was used to perform the post-
injection maneuvers. The second stage was off-loaded, with a propellant load of 42 per-
cent for the F2/H 2 system decreasing to 30 percent for the N204/A-50 system. In
the detailed analysis performed later it was found that the Jupiter Orbiter performance
could be improved by using only one commonality stage for both ascent burn and orbit
injection.
The significant conclusions from this preliminary analysis were that: (1) all of the
missions considered could be performed by a common stage designed to the Mars
Orbiter requirements, and (2) a detailed thermal/structural/design analysis should
be conducted for this common stage to refine the design, confirm the preliminary
findings, and uncover any major problems. This detailed analysis is discussed in the
following sections.
1.5 DETAILED STAGE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
A detailed design analysis of the commonality stage was conducted with F2/H 2, FIX)X/
CH4, OF2/B2H6, and N204/A-50 propellants using the Mars orbiter mission as the
basis for a design optimization. The preliminary configuration layouts were refined
and structural and weight analyses conducted. Engine data supplied for this task by
the supporting rocket engine companies was evaluated and engine performance, weight,
and design conditions were selected for the analysis. A detailed thermodynamic
analysis was made in which all configurations were modeled, energy balances deter-
mined, and a system optimization conducted for each mission and propellant combina-
tion. The performance of each propulsion module for each mission and propellant
combination was then determined and final designs including weights of each of the
elements of the propulsion module, were established.
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The designs and analyses conducted are defined in the following paragraphs.
1.5.1 Performance of an Ascent Burn Stage
A requirement for ascent burn capability for the commonality stage was not identified
until the task analysis was well under way, thus no preliminary screening analysis
was conducted. It is therefore necessary to insert at this point a discussion of the
impact of introducing a stage with ascent burn capability at Earth. This stage must
assist the launch vehicle in achieving the required interplanetary injection velocity
when departing Earth, then continue on the mission to provide midcourse corrections,
orbit insertion at the planet, and orbit trim maneuvers.
There were two basic cases to be considered, a Mars orbiter and a Jupiter orbiter.
It also appeared that a Mars orbiter launched by the Titan IIID booster without Centaur
was a very interesting combination if the commonality stage could assist in the Earth
departure phase. Figure 5 shows the payload capability for these three missions as a
function of commonality stage propellant load. This figure identifies the F2/H 2 per-
formance which is typical of all the cases. The first point to consider is the no-ascent-
burn baseline Mars orbiter indicated by a circle on Fig. 5. This system, with approx-
imately 3600 pounds of propellant, yields a payload of over 5000 pounds. As the
propellant is increased for the Mars mission the AV imparted by this stage during the
ascent burn increases, but the payload is relatively fiat and finally decreases for pro-
pellant loads above 6000 pounds. Considering that this stage could also be used for a
lunar lander and that for the lunar mission a propellant load larger than for the Mars
orbiter baseline is desirable, a 6000-pound propellant load system was selected as
one point for analysis of the ascent mode. This analysis was restricted to pump-fed
F2/H 2 and FLOX/CH 4 systems.
Figure 5 also indicates that the baseline commonality stage has a propellant load that
falls almost exactly on the maximum payload point for an ascent burn Jupiter orbiter.
This basic stage was analyzed both for a Jupiter Orbiter and for the ascent burn Mars
18
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mission launchedby Titan IIID without Centaur. The desirability of this modefor the
later mission is that a payload of more than 2000poundscould be delivered and the
cost of the Centaur could be savedfor early missions.
Designdetails and performance figures for ascentburn stagesare discussed in the
following sections in combination with the basic systems.
I.5.2 Stage Design
The detailed stage design consisted of developing concepts, conducting a structural
analysis, determining parametric system weights, and defining a propulsion module.
The interrelationships of the various elements of the stage design are shown in Fig. 6
where Family A represents the baseline stage and Family B the larger stage with
6000 lb of propellant. The propulsion analysis is independent of this and is not iterative
since the design data were based on the earlier stage sizing analysis. The basic
elements of the design analysis (structural, thermodynamic, propulsion, and perform-
ance analysis) are described in the following sections.
1.5.2.1 Basic Data. The stage design analyses were performed using the following
basic data and assumptions.
Mission Data. The missions evaluated are those described in Sections 1.3. The Mars
Orbiter is the baseline mission for which the commonality stage is sized. This stage
is then flown on the remaining missions with minor changes to insulation, meteoroid
shielding, and pressurization gas volume.
Propulsion System Data. The engine system requirements were based on the Mars
Orbiter mission profile, duty cycle, vehicle size, and thrust-to-weight analysis.
Although no specific emphasis was given to ascent burn for the thrust level determina-
tion, the thrust level selected in the analysis is adequate for ascent burn also. The
basic enginewas assumed to handle all the secondary propulsion requirements such as
2O













midcourse and orbit trim maneuvers by means of throttling. For F2/H 2 and FLOX/
CtI 2 . pump-fed regeneratively cooled engine systems were specified and for OF2/B2II 6
and N:z)O4/A-50, pressure-fed ablatively cooled engine systems were specified. For
the two pump-fed engine systems a primary thrust level of 5000 pounds was selected
and for the pressure-fed engine systems a primary thrust level of 3500 pounds was
selected. The seondary thrust level of 500 pounds was chosen for all systems, to bc
obtained by step-throttling. Step-throttling is satisfactory for all except the Lunar
Cargo mission which will require continuous throttling. For the pump-fed engine sys-
tems an expansion ratio of 100 was assumed and for the pressure-fed systems an
expansion ratio of 60 was selected in order to hold the stage to a reasonable length.
Still lower expansion ratios might be required for the pressure-fed system if the
stage length were limited.
These engine requirements were transmitted to Aerojet-General Corporation, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, and Rocketdyne. These engine companies provided design data,
performance, weights, and dimensions based on the requirements specified by
Lockheed. The weights of pressure-fed engine systems with ablative chambers are
very dependent upon duty cycle and burn time. The weight data in this report is there-
fore based on the specific Mars Orbiter mission requirements.
The data obtained from the engine companies was analyzed and compared with the
Phase I parametric data and reviewed for consistency between engine companies.
propulsion data selected for the commonality stage are presented in Table 6.
The
Vehicle Configuration Data. The vehicle configurations were based on the engine sys-
tems described in Table 6 and the propellant loadings and design constraints described
below. The propellant loadings shown were obtained by adjusting the preliminary
sizing data to account for revisions in specific impulse.
The spacecraft is a sealed down Voyager, ten feet in diameter, with payload varied as
a function of propellant. The propulsion module has a single engine, a dual-wall
meteoroid shield, and is thermally protected by multflayer insulation of double-
aluminized mylar with TissugIas spacers and by filament-wound fiberglass tank support
struts.
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Booster Data. The booster specified is the Titan IIID/Centaur with an injection capa-
bility for the baseline Mars mission of 9700 lb. Generalized performance capability
was shown earlier in Fig. 2.
Design Criteria° The design criteria on which the analysis is based are described
below.
Load Factors
Launch-Axial at max. acceleration: 4 g
Axial at rebound: -1.5 g
Lateral : + 1.5 g
• Orbit Insertion -Axial 1 g
• Orbit Trim - Axial . 1 g
Design factor of safety = 1.25 to ultimate stress at zero safety margin.
yield at limit which equals 1.1 times maximum applied load.
Check for no
Meteoroids
• Flux model and penetration model - Ref. 1 and 2, of NASA CR 96988,
Lockheed K-19-68-6, Vol. II.
• Probability of no penetrations = 0.99
• Propellant tanks are not to be used as part of the shield
Materials
• Tanks - welded aluminum 2021, room temperature allowables
• Tank supports - low-heat-leak filament-wound fiberglass
• Insulation - smooth double aluminized mylar with Tissuglas spacers -
Density = 2.3 lb/ft 3
Miss ion s
• Insulation, meteoroid shield, and pressurization system are designed
for each mission
• All other hardware including propellant tanks are constant for all missions
24
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1.5.2.2 Configuration Description. The configuration design analysis consisted of
developing the design concepts, analyzing the structural elements, and developing the
basic system weights.
The differing properties of the candidate propellants suggested that the vehicle design
be grouped into two general categories. The low density of the H 2 in the F2/H 2 pro-
pellant led to one design concept while properties of the remaining propellants led to a
second general design as described below.
Two general propulsion stage configurations were studied for the F2/H 2 propellant
combination. These included a four tank arrangement in which the hydrogen tanks
were cylindrical in shape and a three tank arrangement which incorporated a single
ellipsoidal hydrogen tank and two spherical fluorine tanks. Preliminary analysis
indicated that the latter design was simpler and lighter although it produced a some-
what longer stage. This latter design was chosen for the detailed analysis and is
shown in Fig. 7.
The F2/H 2 design utilizes an aluminum space frame, and an aluminum reinforced
cruciform beam which supports an aluminum thrust structure. Aluminum tanks are
supported by fiberglass struts with high thermal resistance. The propulsion module
supports the payload and is in turn carried by the Centaur interstage. The launch
vehicle shroud extends down to the interstage so that no air loads are transmitted to
the propulsion stage. This design approach was followed for all vehicle concepts.
The FLOX/CH 4 vehicle, which is typical of the non-hydrogen designs, is shown in
Fig. 8. This design utilizes four spherical aluminum tanks supported from a space
frame consisting of a reinforced cruciform beam surrounded by an octagonally shaped
frame. This arrangement allows for a maximum view of space for the propellant
tanks and a direct alighment of the propulsion module with an octagonally shaped pay-
load. Each propellant tank is individually insulated and has its own meteoroid shield.
The dual-walled meteoroid shield is external to the insulation, providing a good base
for appropriate surface coatings and yielding a light-weight design. A multilayer
insulation blanket is mounted between the propulsion module and the payload and is
25
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wrapped around each propellant tank to help control the thermal environment of the
ln'opellants, The insulation thicknesses and surface coatings on the tanks can be
readily changed to adapt the stage to the operating conditions required for the various
mission and propellant combinations. Tank support struts are also wrapped with
insulation.
The OF2/B2H 6 design is essentially the same as the FLOX/CH 4 design concept and
is shown in Fig. 9. The primary difference is that this is a pressure-fed system and
the engine and pressurization tanks are larger.
The N204/A-50 design is similar to the OF2/B2H 6 design and is shown in Fig. 10.
For these Earth storable propellants the pressurization spheres are stored outside of
the propellant tanks.
The 6000-pound propellant load propulsion modules are variations of the basic design
and provide a more optimum stage for use in the ascent burn mode. Figure 11 shows
the 6000 lb F2/H 2 system which incorporates a larger ellipsoidal hydrogen tank and
four spherical fluorine tanks. The 6000 lb FLOX/CH 4 system, shown in Fig. 12
utilizes cylindrical sections in the FLOX tanks and slightly larger spherical Methane
tanks.
The structural analysis included a detailed static load stress analysis of all structural
elements. The analysis encompassed all mission phases and payloads. Conservative
material properties were utilized throughout in order to present performance data which
is attainable.
Inert weights. The propulsion module weights were divided into propellant sensitive
and fixed weights. The basic structure was divided into a basic frame, tank supports,
attachments, and bulkhead insulation. The basic frame and tank supports are some-
what propellant sensitive and are therefore varied with propellant load for each design
concept. The attachments and bulkhead insulation are assumed to be constants. The
26
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tanks, meteoroid shield, and tank insulation were varied with propellant load. Tank
weights are also a function of system pressure, and insulation weight is a function of
the optimization solution. The meteoroid shield is a function of both tank size and
mission. The pressurization system consists of a fixed plumbing network plus a
variable tank size based on the pressurization requirements for the mission. The
engine system weight is fixed for each propellant combination. The sum of all of
these items constitute the dry inert weight of the propulsion module and a 10 percent
contingency is added to these weights in order to cover unknowns.
The fluid residuals consist of the liquid and vaporized propellant remaining at the end
of the mission and the helium pressurant gas. These residuals include outage, load
tolerance, propellant utilization, and line entrapment, plus a performance reserve of
1 percent AV incorporated as a contingency for low specific impulse. All of these
items are included in the total inert weight of the propulsion module.
Tank and structural weights were based on the program ground rules and general
design practice. Valves, plumbing, and pressurization system hardware was sized
for each propellant and each configuration in order to make the comparison between
propellant combinations as accurate as possible.
The remaining weight elements are the impulse propellant and payload. These values
vary for each mission, and weight statements for each propellant and mission combina-
tion are therefore presented under performance - Section 1.7 and in Appendix C.
Fluid Systems. The propulsion fluid systems were developed to meet propulsion
requirements in a simple and effective manner as described in Section 1.6 of Volume II.
Fluid systems schematics for earth-storables, space-storables and cryogens are
presented in Figs. 13, 14, and 15 respectively. Pressurant tanks for the cold pro-
pellants are shown buried in the oxidizer or fuel tank on the diagrams as analyzed,
but could be external and encapsulated with the propellant tank for thermal protection
if desired.
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Thermodynamic optimization studies were conductedto establish the performance
achievablefor the propellants andmissions under consideration. These studies in-
volved computation of heat transfer, propellant temperature response, pressurization
system requirements anddetermination of optimum values for all thermal/structural
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The techniques employed in conducting the thermodynamic and performance analyses
in the commonality stage task were improved considerably over the methods used pre-
viously. A Thermodynamic Optimization Program (TOP) developed with Lockheed
independent development funds was utilizedfor this task. This program, unlike its
predecessors, provides a capability for conducting optimization analyses with any
number of simultaneously varying parameters. This constitutes an improvement in
efficiency and accuracy over previous methods where parametric analyses were con-
ducted by varying each parameter one at a time and selecting optimum values by
graphical techniques.
The overall analysis approach involves defining the environment and configuration,
determining temperature distributions and the resultant propellant heating, and
optimization of the thermal protection and pressurization systems. The temperature
and heat transfer analyses are conducted by establishing thermal mathematical-models
for each propulsion module configuration and using a thermal analyzer program
(THERM) to solve the heat transfer problems. Using the temperature response
information determined with the THERM program, optimization analyses are con-
ducted with the TOP computer program to establish the optimum values of insulation
thickness, ullage volume, tank pressure, pressurization gas requirements and inert
weights.
1.6.2 Thermal Model Development
Two basic thermal models were developed, one to represent the configuration which
has four spherical tanks and one to represent the F2/H 2 configuration. Outline
sketches of these configurations are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 which also include
external surface finishes and the number of elements (nodes, resistors) in the thermal
network. Figures 18 and 19 show simplified thermal conduction networks. These
networks are not representative of the total number of elements in the networks
analyzed, but are presented to illustrate the kinds of elements considered and the
manner in which they interact. Surface finishes were not optimized, but favorable
values were selected based on experience and are near optimum. For example,
emittance values for the forward bulkhead were defined as low values near the center
of the module and high near the periphery. External surface emittance is low on the
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forward surface of the tanks and is high on aft surfaces which can radiate to space.
Surface finishes assumed on structural elements were selected to minimize propellant
heating (or cooling where applicable).
Solar arrays have a very significant effect on tank surface temperatures and conse-
quently on propellant heating. The location of the arrays relative to the propulsion
module is indicated in Figs. 16 and 17, It was assumed that the solar arrays would
require a high-emittance aft-facing surface to minimize the array temperature and
raise the conversion efficiency. Solar array cooling is anticipated to be a problem
near Earth and at less than one AU. Propellant heating could be reduced by moving the
arrays forward or by insulating the aft facing surface. Each of these items would have
an impact on payload, however.
The equipment section was assumed to be maintained at 70°F (530°R) throughout all
missions considered. As in previous studies it was assumed that a thermal bulkhead
blanket consisting of one inch of multilayer insulation separates the payload and pro-
pulsion module. This thickness of insulation was not optimized. The same thermal
resistance could be provided with 5 radiation shields (not in contact with each other) if
shield emittances are 0.05 or less. Such a system might consist of aluminized mylar
sheets mounted to prevent contact between sheets. This shield could offer a weight
improvement over the one inch thick insulation bulkhead.
Tank support-strut heat leaks were computed on the basis of solid conduction in the
tube walls. Radiation within the hollow core of the struts is assumed to be negated by
packing with a glass fiber filler. Heat transfer through the multilayer on the struts is
assumed negligible. This assumption is conservative for the propulsion module which
is shaded from the sun because energy is actually lost by radiation from the outer sur-
face of the strut insulation. The strut material is assumed to be S-type glass fiber
with an average thermal conductivity of 0.26 Btu/hr-ft-°R.
Propellant line heat leak paths are included in the thermal model. The resistance of
each line is based on solid conduction in the line wall. Heat transfer through the line
insulation, and radiation within the lines, are assumed negligible. For the analysis,
feed Iines for all propellants (except H2) are assumed to be filled with liquid up to the
engine valve. In the case of H 2 a tank shutoff valve is assumed which results in a vapor
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filled feed line. Table 9 shows the thermal resistance of structural, line and insulation
elements and the relative amount of heat transfer contributed by each. Table 10 shows
temperatures of major elements in the F2/H 2 and FLOX/CH 4 systems. An example of
the external temperature distribution around the tanks and through the structure is shown
in Figs. 20 and 21 for F2/H 2 and FLOX/CH 4 systems. Note that the propellant isolation
valve temperature and average liquid propellant temperature correspond. The H 2 sys-
tem was assumed to have a propellant isolation valve at the tank and an evacuated feed
line.
Comparison of heat rates through insulation, lines, and structure for the FLOX/CH 4
system shows that the engine feed line is the greatest contributor of heat for the Mars
Orbiter mission. This results because the engine temperature remains well above the
propellant temperature in configurations which have solar panels. Also the engine is
assumed to have a high emittance surface. Heating through all lines other than the feed
line is very small in the FLOX/CH 4 system because temperatures in the module are
near the propellant temperature. Those missions which do not use solar panels have
no significant positive heating because source temperatures are generally less than the
temperature of the FLOX and CH 4 .
The F_/H_ system heat leaks are only slightly more significant. The feed line con-
tributes slight heating in the configurations which employ solar panels, while insula-
tion and structural penetration heat leaks are dominant. The solar constant variation
for all missions is shown in Fig. 22. For vehicle orientations where the propulsion
module is shaded from the sun, the solar arrays are the only elements of the model
which are directly exposed to the sun.
The temperature of the external surface of the tank insulation (actually external surface
temperatures of the meteoroid shields were used) is primarily a function of the external
environment. It is, however, somewhat a function of the inner boundary or liquid temper-
ature. The effect of the inner boundary temperature is taken into account. When the
"THERM" program is run to determine the insulation temperatures and heat flow rates,
computations are made for two thicknesses representing an estimate of the limits within
which an optimum will occur. These temperatures, though they are not significantly
5O
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different, are an input to the optimization program (TOP) and in the process of optimiz-
ation, interpolations are made between the two values. The expression used for inter-
polation between the temperature values for the limiting thicknesses is:
W. -- W









= temperature for thickness i
= steady state temperature for maximum thickness
= steady state temperature for minimum thickness
= insulation thickness
Figure 23 shows an example of the magnitude of insulation surface temperatures and
the effect of insulation thickness. Average surface temperatures are shown in Figs. 24
through 26 as a function of time for F2/H 2 and FLOX/CH 4 systems for all missions
studied.
The multilayer insulation properties used are indicative of a composite consisting of
double-altuninized mylar with Tissuglas spacer material. The assumed packing density
is 100 layers/inch which gives a bulk density of 2.3 lb/ft 3. The conductivity of this in-
sulation is given by the following expression:
110_1217  T2/,Tct]Kef f c I 1.83 x (100)2 (Tm) + (N- 1)(2/{ - 1)
In the analysis the conductivity computed with this equation was multiplied by a factor c 1
of 5 to account for installation or other degradation. This is a more conservative






























































a = Stephen-Boltzman constant, BTU/HR-ft2-- R 4o
T h = warm side boundary temperature (°R)
T = cold side boundary temperature (°R)
c
t = insulation thickness, ft
T m = (Th + Tc)/2,(°R )
N = total number of insulationlayers
c = emittance factor = 0. 036
This equation is also used in the TOP program so that the temperature dependence of
the insulation conductivity is accurately accounted for.
Considerable emphasis was placed on thermal model detail for the F2/H 2 and
FLOX/CH 4 systems. Less emphasis was placed on thermal modeling for N204/A-50
and the OF2/B2H 6 systems. Temperature data obtained from the FLOX/CH 4 study
and hand calculations were employed to establish boundary temperatures for the N204
and OF 2 systems. The N204 was assumed to be oriented toward the sun; the OF 2
system away from the sun.
Approximate values of a/¢ required on N204 and A-50 tank external surfaces were
determined by hand calculation and are presented in Table 11 for all missions. Figure 27
shows the estimated external tank surface temperatures used in the N204/A-50 and
OF2/B2H6 optimization analysis.
Table ii
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The temperatures for OF2/B2H 6 must be higher than for the FLOX/CH 4 system and
are achieved by a reduction of insulation thickness between the payload and the propul-
sion module. The amount of reduction in insulation and increase in heat loss from the
payload have not been accurately determined. If heat loss from the payload were a
problem, an alternate solution could be employed. This consists of changes in tank
surface temperatures by decreasing the tank external surface emittance.
1.6.3 Thermodynamic Optimization Approach and Procedure
The thermodynamic optimization approach for the baseline Mars Orbiter vehicle is
directed toward achieving a specified velocity change, AV, with maximum payload for
a system with fixed initial total weight. Thermal effects on the weights of insulation,
tanks, residual vapor, propellants, etc., are calculated to determine propellant system
requirements for the lightest weight propulsion stage. The program computes perform-
ance, to check that the required velocity is met, by using the standard rocket equation
Winitial
AV = gIspIn Wfinal
where
AV = stage velocity increment
g = Earth gravitational constant
I = propulsion system specific impulse
sp
Winitia 1 = initial stage weight
Wfina 1 = final stage weight at burnout
The program can be used to compute the values of parameters, listed below, which give
the desired objective; i.e., maximum payload, maximum AV, minimum launch weight
or minimum inert weight.
• Insulation thickness
• Pressurization system weights
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• Ullage volume (initial)
• Tank operating pressure




The program contains two major sections; one which performs thermodynamic calcula-
tions and a second which performs the mathematical-optimization calculations. The
flow diagram of Fig. 28 illustrates the relationship of input information (outside dashed
line), the thermodynamic section, the optimization section and output routines. The
portion within the dashed line constitutes the "TOP" (Thermodynamic Optimization
Program).
The optimization analysis is conducted by an iterative process. As indicated by the
general flow diagram, mission information and results of the thermal analyzer study
to determine spacecraft temperature distributions are provided as input to the "TOP. "
In order to initiate the analysis an estimate of tank sizes and propellant requirements
are computed within the program. The tank size is computed allowing for the impulse
propellants, unusable liquid residuals (known), propellant for a performance reserve
(normally for a percentage of AV), the volume occupied by pressurant spheres, if
any, and ullage. All inert weights are provided as input. Inert weights take two forms;
those which are fixed and those which are a function of propellant load. Based on the
initially sized propulsion module the iterative analysis is started.
The input to the thermal and pressurization analysis section of the program includes the
mission profile and environments. Details of the profile include the number of times
the engine is started, the velocity change during each burn, the duration of the burns,
time between burns, and times at which weight is dropped (i. e., ejection of payload or
capsule).
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Thermal calculations are made for each phase of the mission in sequence. Figure 29
illustrates the series of thermal calculations made for a set of given conditions. As
shown in Fig. 29 the thermodynamic and optimization parts of the program are itera-
tire. For the given set of conditions, thermal calculations are made for the entire
mission sequence. The performance of the system is computed after each time the
thermal calculations are completed. The process of thermal and performance calcu-
lations are repeated continually until the objective is acbieved; i.e., maximum payload
or minimum inert weight.
An energy balance calculation routine is used to determine the propellant temperature
and pressure response due to both external and internal heat inputs. External tank sur-
face temperatures and the external temperatures corresponding to each line and pene-
tration heat leak are obtained from the thermal analyzer output and are provided as
inputs to the TOP. A subroutine in the TOP provides insulation conductivity as a func-
tion of temperature from which the thermal resistance of the tank insulation is computed.
Thermal resistance values for structural and line penetrations are computed separately
and provided as input to the TOP.
An energy balance subroutine is used to compute the effect of heating during the first
coast phase which establishes initial conditions for the first burn. The energy balance
expression, from which the propellant temperature (T 2) at the end of any given interval
is obtained, is:
Q - Wkh k (1)




= liquid and ullage average temperature at initial saturated condition, °R
= heat transfer from external sources, i.e., insulation, structural and
line penetrations, Btu
= weight of liquid vaporized, lb
= heat of vaporization, average over interval from T 1 to T 2, Btu/lb
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= initial liquid weight, lb
= initial vapor weight, lb
= specific heat (Cp) of liquid at average of T 1 and T 2, Btu/lb °R
= specific heat (Cp) of vapor at average of T 1 and T 2, Btu/lb °R
= thermal capacity of propellant tank wall and pressurant storage
spheres in the tank, Btu/°R
The amount of liquid vaporized is computed from:
(P2) Vul 1
Wk - Z T 2 R WV
where
P2 = vapor pressure at T 2, lb/ft 2
Z = compressibility factor, dimensionless
R = specific gas constant
Vul 1 = ullage volume, ft 3
The ullage volume is obtained by:
Vul 1 = V T
W L - W_,
where
VT = total tank volume, ft 3
p = liquid density at T 2, lb/ft 3
All propellant properties are stored in a computer subroutine as a function of tempera-
ture. All calculations are made by using the temperature-dependent property values.
By so doing, liquid density is always considered a function of temperature and there-
fore liquid expansion or contraction is taken into account.
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The manner in which the mission duty cycle is described as input to the program is
shown in Fig. 30. For the mission analyzed in this study the heating from external
sources was input in the form of temperatures which are constant over each of ten
time segments. The TOP program calculates the Q (equation 1) based on the external
temperatures and the temperature of the propellant. The engine burns are defined as
events 1, 7, 9 etc., and occur at specific times as indicated in the figure. At events
where there are no engine burns, the program performs a coast phase calculation only.
The AV and I for each burn are specified input. Thus, the propellant temperature
sp
rise (or decrease), the liquid expansion due to heating, the change in ullage volume,
and amount of propellant vaporized or condensed is computed. The new bulk average
liquid and ullage vapor temperature is now known.
With conditions in the tank at the time for initiation of the 1st burn known, the amount
of pressurant required to provide the necessary NPSP is computed. This depends on
the ullage temperature, volume, and pressurant inlet flow rate.
Two options or routines exist in the program for the computation of pressurant require-
ments. First, and most often used in this study is a simplified routine in which an energy
balance is used to determine the effect of mixing the injected pressurant with the existing
ullage vapor (and pressurant from previous burns, if any). Heat transfer to the tank
wail and liquid is not computed in this routine, but is accounted for by applying an
empirical collapse factor obtained from other more rigorous analyses.
The second option is the use of the Epstein correlation which ailows direct calculation
of heat transfer to the tank walls and liquid.
The first method has been employed. In this case it is necessary to compute the re-
quired mass of pressurant gas and resultant average ullage temperature which is neces-
sary to establish the required NPSP before the burr is started and to maintain it during
the expulsion period. The thermodynamic processes involved are constant volume for
pressurizing prior to expulsion and constant pressure during expulsion.
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The pressurant mass required is computed as follows:
E A P. Vul 1 (2)
where
AP = increase in partial pressure of pressurant, lb/ft 2
Z = compressibility factor at Tul 1
Tul 1 = ullage temperature, °R
CF = thermodynamic collapse factor
The mixed ullage gas temperature, Tul 1 is a function of the amount of pressurant
added and therefore an iterative calculation procedure is required. The mixed ullage
temperature, which does not include heat loss to the liquid or tank walls (taken into
account by using collapse factor), is determined by:
T S (MvCV 1 + MpCp 1) + M N • CNITin
= (3)













= initial ullage temperature (°R)
= pressurant inlet temperature (°R)
= mass of vapor (lb)
= mass of liquid (lb)
= mass of pressurant (lb)
= specific heat of vapor before pressurizing (Btu/lb ° R)
= specific heat of liquid before pressurizing (Btu/lb o R)
= specific heat of pressurant before pressurizing (Btu/lb °R)
= specific heat of vapor after pressurizing (Btu/lb ° R)
= specific heat of liquid after pressurizing (Btu/lb °R)
= specific heat of pressurant after pressurizing (Btu/lb °R)
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Separate calculations are performed for the period prior to liquid expulsion and during
liquid expulsion. Expulsion of the propellant required to provide the appropriate AV
occurs, and the corresponding liquid and ullage volume changes are computed.
During prepressurization the specific heats are values for constant volume process
and during expulsion they are for a constant pressure process.
Immediately following the burn an energy balance subroutine is again used to determine
the propellant temperature response resulting from energy added to the system from
the heated pressurant and due to vaporization of some propellant to establish equilibrium
with the new (larger) ullage volume.
During the expulsion period it is assumed that liquid leaves the tank and the ullage
volume correspondingly increases, but that vaporization of liquid propellant into the
ullage space is negligible until after the burn is complete. After the burn, liquid con-
tinues to vaporize within the tank until the ullage and liquid come to an equilibrium
state. Vaporization can result in a significant decrease in liquid temperature particu-
larly in the case where a large quantity of liquid is expelled and little liquid remains
after the burn. The energy balance conducted to determine post-burn equilibrium con-
ditions in the tank accounts for energy addition to the system resulting from the heated
pressurant that was injected, and for both heat and mass transfer involved in the
vaporization process.
The temperature change (decrease) and amount of liquid vaporized in bringing the liquid
and ullage into vapor pressure/temperature equilibrium is computed as follows:
AW h_
- = (4)
T1 T2 CI: _ • W_2 + _v(W--+ AW)ICpv + Cx
(P2) (Vul 1)
AW = T2R Z Wv (5)
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= post burn liquid temperature before evaporation, °R
= post burn liquid temperature after evaporation, °R
= amount of liquid before burn, lb
= amount of liquid vaporized, lb
= amount of liquid remaining after vaporization, lb
= initial vapor weight, lb
= specific heat of liquid
The energy balance calculation is an iterative process. Estimates of T 2 are made
and AW is repeatedly computed; when the estimated value of T 2 is such that AW
from Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) match (within a given tolerance), the energy balance is
satisfied.
Equation (4) results in the temperature change which is caused by vaporization within
the tank. To account for the energy added to the system by injection of the heated
pressurant, the energy balance equation (1) is used. In this case the value of Q is
that energy added via the pressurant rather than from external heat sources.
The described series of energy balance and pressurization calculations are repeated
for each coast and burn phase in the mission. This then provides tank pressure and
weight for a given thickness of insulation. If the given constraint of A¥ or payload
(whichever is given) is achieved, the calculation is repeated'_r a lesser thickness of
insulation.
If at any point in the calculation an unfeasible situ_ion results, i.e., insufficient ullage
volume, the calculation is terminated and restarted with an increase in the appropriate
variable which may be ullage volume, impulse propellant, or insulation thickness.
The definition of a starting point and the method used to converge on an optimum oper-
ating condition are discussed in the following paragraphs. Selection of initial values
for all variables is based on judgment, prior e_rience or trial runs. Given a set of
parameter values, the thermodynamic calculations are conducted in the sequence indi-
cated in Fig. 29.
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The basic approach to optimization is a 'box" search. Boundary, or limiting values
are assigned to all parameters; for example, insulation thickness limits may be set at
1/2" and 6", ullage volume at 2 percent and 20 percent and so on. The established
boundaries give an n dimensional envelope within which computations will be made. An
example of boundary values is shown in Fig. 31 for a simple two dimensional problem.
Constrai nts on the system may also exist such as, within some portion of the defined
region, propellant heating may tend to expand the liquid beyond the tank volume. This
is a physical constraint. An initial error search band is defined for each variable
which is the range over which calculations will be made. Checks are employed to de-
termine whether a point is located within an unfeasible range. If so, calculations at
the point are discontinued.
In Fig. 31 the box search approach is illustrated. The initial calculation and 'box"
are shown and the sequence of boxes utilized in progressing to the optimum point.
Calculations are made at nine points on each box as illustrated in Fig. 31. With n
variables this results in n 3 calculations because all variables are perturbed over the
applicable range. After calculations on the first box are complete, and a point other
than the origin gives higher performance, the new point is selected for an origin in
establishing a second box with a tolerance range of 1/2 that of the previous box. This
process of selecting new points is continued until the optimum point is reached. The
optimum point is defined as that which lies within given minimum allowable tolerances
for all variables.
The input information required by the TOP is listed below for a typical study application.
• Total AV required and AV for each burn
• NPSP
• Thermal resistance of lines and struts
• Helium storage pressure
• Propellant mixture ratio
• Source temperatures for penetrations (output from THERM)
• Valve tolerance (adds to NPSP if applicable}
• Thrust level - used in flow rate calculation
• Liquid residuals (known unusable propellant}. This is a finite thermal capacity
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• Structural weight (constant component)
• Attachment (structural) weights
• Insulation weight- fixed portion
• Pressurization system plumbing weight (fixed portion)
• Pressurant inlet temperature
• Payload weight (if given)
• Fixed shield (including insulation) weights
• Engine system weight
• Plumbing weight (feed system)
• Propellant (type and weight)
• Number of tanks
• Storage location of He sphere
• Type of tanks (i. e., spherical, elliptical, etc.)
The program includes equations for the computation of tank weights as a function of
size and pressure. Equations are also included to compute tank surface areas which
are used in the computation of insulation weights. The types of tanks accommodated
are spherical, cylindrical, and elliptical.
The mission duty cycle is an input in terms of event times such as the time at which
burns occur, weights are dropped, etc.
The oxidizer and fuel are optimized independently by making a computer run for each.
Since each run is based on optimization of stage performance the interaction of oxidizer
and fuel must be included. Due to complexity and the number of total calculations
involved, a method was developed to do this. For example; in a F2/H 2 system a run
is made in which all parameters involving the H2 are varied. An estimate of the
fluorine tank and all related weights is made for purposes of the performance calcula-
tions. When all parameters directly related to the H 2 are being optimized the program
changes the F 2 system weights based on the mixture ratio; i.e. enough F 2 is provided
to use the optimized quantity of H 2. Insulation thickness, ullage volume, residual
vapor, pressurant gas, etc., are optimized in this run for the H 2 but not the F 2.
Taking the output from this run (all values relating to H2) a run is made for F 2 in which
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all thermal/structural parameters for the F 2 are optimized. The two runs, if all
parameters are truly optimized result in the same performance. If not, another run
is made using the output of the optimization runs as initial conditions for the next run.
This procedure has been very effective in the studies conducted.
When calculations have been completed for enough iterations that an optimum set of
parameter values are known, they are printed out together with all corresponding inert
weight and performance results. An example of an output for the F 2 and H 2 tanks
of a F2/H 2 system is shown in Tables 12 and 13, respectively. Table 14 is the
output showing stage performance for the Mars Orbiter F2/H 2 system.
Note that the output information includes the following:
• Insulation thickness
• Launch weight
• Ullage volume in percent of tank volume
• Vent pressure (if applicable). In all studies conducted under this contract,
tanks were considered non-vented. The value of vent pressure shown on the
computer output listing is the propellant critical pressure. This, of course,
is never reached.
• Initial pressurant load - This is the optimized value of pressurant required
for the specific oxidizer or fuel which is being optimized. It does not include
requirements for the other tank or residual left in the He storage sphere.
• Maximum tank pressure- In the example shown in Table 12 the value indicated
is simply an estimate of the maximum pressure the tank will experience. In
cases where optimum tank pressures exceed minimum gage values, this
maximum tank pressure is truly optimized.
• Initial propellant load - This is the optimized value of propellant loaded.
Under the Mission Particulars section of the printout the final propellant temperature
is given. This is the liquid temperature immediately before the final burn.
The weight summary gives propellant tank and pressurant storage sphere dimensions,
volumes and weights. The propellant tank surface areas and insulation weights are
given. Weights of impulse propellant, residuals, pressurant, and vapor are given.
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The maximum total pressure experienced is printed out in this section. This value
canbe the operating pressure, or if at some time betweenburns a higher pressure
actually exists, that is defined as maximum tank pressure. Also under the weight
section are given the calculated value of payload and the stage launch weight.
The fourth major heading of the otuput is a summary of data related to each burn.
each burn the following is given:
• AV
• The change in propellant temperature from immediately before the burn
to after the burn when thermal equilibrium is established.
• Operating pressure - This is vapor pressure + NPSP. Or in any case a
minimum of 20 psia total pressure
• Weight or propellant used during the burn
• Weight of propellant vaporized in re-establishing equilibrium after a burn
• Weight of both oxidizer and fuel burned.
For
Table 14 shows a typical summary of the program output which is the optimized stage
weights and performance. This includes the
• Impulse propellant weight.
• Structural weights divided into appropriate groups some of which are fixed
and some of which are a function of stage size and weight.
• Propellant feed assembly- some components (tanks) are a function of pro-
pellant load and some components such as valves are given fixed weights.
• Pressurization system - Includes sphere, plumbing, regulators, etc.
• Engine system - Fixed weight in this study.
• Contingency - All inert weights are totalled and a 10 percent contingency is
added.
• Residuals - Includes liquids, vapor, and pressurization gas
• Performance Reserve - Enough propellant is included to allow for a perform-
ance reserve equivalent to 1 percent of the total AV.
• Impulse propellant
• Propulsion module weight
• Payload weight
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The total information obtained from the thermal optimization analyses for all missions
is presented in Appendix C, Computer Output of Thermodynamic Optimization. A
summary of thermodynamic design variables is presented in Section 1.6.4 and a sum-
mary of performance data is presented in Section 1.7.
1.6.4 Thermodynamic Optimization Results
The thermodynamic optimization analysis results provide performance data on the
basis of which a comprehensive comparison of propellants can be made. In addition,
characteristics which may influence the practicality of using certain propellants for
specific missions are pointed out.
Summaries of achievable performance and the values of corresponding parameters are
shown for each propellant and mission in Section 1.7. Workable stages can be designed
for all propellants and missions; however, the practicality of using certain propellants
for certain missions varies.
Insulation thicknesses, and maximum tank pressure level requirements are shown in
Table 15. The variation in the values of these parameters from mission to mission
results from duty cycle effects, whether solar arrays are used, mission duration,
and to some extent the environment (distance from sun). The effect of distance from
the sun is very significant for configurations where the sun is directly incident on the
propellant tanks (N204/A-50). When the tanks are shaded from the sun, solar array
temperature levels change with distance but the impact of this variation is slight
relative to the effect of distance when tanks are oriented toward the sun.
1.6.4.1 F2/H 2 System Optimization. The F2/H 2 system is particularly effective for
all missions considered. With the vehicle oriented to shade the propellant tanks from
the sun, optimum insulation thicknesses lie in practical ranges (i. e., 1 in. to 3 in.
for H 2 and 1/2 in. to 5/8 in. for F2).
The pressure levels at which the tanks optimize are generally at or slightly below the
minimum gage capability for H 2 and considerably below this point for F 2 . Minimum
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gage capability is exceeded only for the H2 tank for the Jupiter and Mars Orbiter
W/Titan IIID missions. A high optimum tank pressure for the Jupiter mission resulted
primarily from the heating over the very long duration. The relatively high pressure
for the Mars Orbiter W/Titan HID results from the fact that a large portion of the
propellant is expeUed at the start of the mission and is therefore unavailable as a
heat sink during the remainder of the mission
Some typical pressure profiles for F 2 and H 2 are shown in Figures 32 and 33,
respectively for the Mars Orbiter mission. The fluorine tank pressure increased
due to heating during the coast phases. A substantial total pressure rise occurs
immediately after the first midcourse burn because the tank is pressurized with non-
condensible helium and the helium partial pressure is greater than the NPSP require-
ment. In the case shown, the helium partial pressure is great enough to provide the
required NPSP throughout the second midcourse burn expulsion without adding more
helium. A propellant partial pressure sensing device is required. Note that the
divergence between F 2 vapor pressure and total pressure occurs as a result of
liquid expansion due to heating. Also note a considerable drop in F 2 liquid temper-
ature following the orbit injection burn where about 90% of the propellant is expelled.
This temperature drop results from the vaporization of F 2 to bring the entire tank
ullage volume back into partial pressure equilibrium following the burn.
The H2 tank pressure profile shown is for an autogenous H2 gas bleed pressurization
system. The required NPSP is provided each time a burn occurs by injecting heated
GH 2. Thermal equilibrium is re-established following each burn.
Review of the thermal analysis results for the F2/H 2 system show different character-
istics for different missions. For all missions, except the Jupiter orbiter, heating of
the H2 tank by heat transfer through the insulation is greater than through penetration
heat leaks. In the Jupiter mission, where no solar panels are employed, the H2 tank
heating is predominately from structural heat leaks. As a result the H2 tank pressure
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cannot be controlled significantly by adding insulation. In this study the importance
of accurately evaluating the conduction heat leaks from the connection of the propulsion
module and payload became evident. As a result, the analysis of the H 2 tank strut
heat leaks was refined to take into account radiation losses from the surface of the
insulation applied to the struts. In the Jupiter configuration with no solar panels
consideration of this radiation loss reduced the heat leak substantially. Figure 34
shows the ratio of actual heat transferred to the tank through the strut relative to heat
transfer computed neglecting radiation to or from the insulation surface. With 1/4 iach
of insulation on the struts, a practical minimum for ground hold and maneuvers, heat
transfer to the tank through the struts is only about 16 percent of the heat transfer com-
puted while neglecting radiation from the strut insulation surface. With a configuration
which includes solar panels, this effect is much less significant because the insulation
surface temperature is controlled largely by heat transfer from the panels.
1.6.4.2 FLOX/Methane System Optimization. This system proves to be particularly
well suited thermally to all the space environments considered. With the vehicle
oriented to shield the propellant tanks from the sun the optimum insulation thicknesses
vary from 1/2 to 1 inch,a very practical range. Maintaining liquid in the feed line
during long periods is not a problem because the engine and other hardware which
would normally be a source of energy to the feed line are very low in temperature.
The pressure levels at which these tanks optimize are generally below the minimum gage
pressure capability. Presure profiles for FLOX and methane are shown in Figs. 35
and 36. The FLOX pressure profile is similar to that for F 2 in that the vapor and
total pressure generally increases with time due to heating. The methane pressure
profile remains relatively fiat throughout the mission because it is virtually in thermal
equilibrium. The only significant variations in the methane pressure level results
from the effects of the engine burns.
1.6.4.3 OF2/B2H 6 System Optimization. This system is well suited to the environ-
ment for all missions. Previous analyses have shown this to be the case for tanks
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oriented toward the sun or shaded from it. Performance is improved, however, if
the tanks are shaded. In this study it was determined that thermal isolation of the
tanks from the payload section and solar arrays needs to be carefully controlled to
establish tank temperature levels which will effectively maintain the propellants in or
nearly in temperature equilibrium. Results of the optimization analyses show that
insulation requirements and pressure levels are nominal.
1.6.4.4 N204/A-50 System Optimization. The N204/A-50 propellant system is
relatively well suited to the environments of all missions except Jupiter. Insulation
requirements and pressure levels lie in very practical ranges except for the Jupiter
mission. In all cases the N204/A-50 tanks were assumed oriented toward the sun.
Thermal control surface properties can be selected such that external surfaces do not
get too warm near Earth or Venus nor too cold at Mars. Values of _/_ used are shown
in Table 11. For Mars missions, _/_ ratios were selected to give external surface
temperature higher than the liquid temperature when near earth and lower than the
liquid temperature when near Mars. For the Venus mission an _/e was selected
which gives surface temperatures lower than the liquid at Earth and higher at Venus.
Because of the rather large change in solar constant between Earth and Jupiter (443 Btu/
hr-ft 2 to 16 Btu/hr-ft 2) passive thermal control techniques are not practical. To prevent
freezing the N204/A-50 either five inches of insulation or active propellant heating
are required.
1.6.5 Thermodynamic Design and Analysis Conclusions
Thermal analyses conducted during the course of this study have been performed in
sufficient depth to draw specific conclusions about the space storability and use of the
candidate propellants for the missions considered. The resulting data can be effectively
employed in making a comprehensive comparison of the candidate propellants.
Specific conclusions are:
• F2/H 2, FLOX/CH 4, and OF2/B2H 6 can be effectively employed for all
missions studied.
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• N204/A-50 is well suited to all mission environments except that for
Jupiter. Unless active thermal control measures are used for the
Jupiter mission, insulation thicknesses required to prevent propellant
freezing became impractically large.
• Insulation thicknesses are nominal (less than 3 in. ) for all propellants (except
N204/A-50 at Jupiter).
• Solar panels have a very significant propellant heating effect.
• Ullage volumes required are very small (2%) for all propellants except for OF 2
and H 2 which require 8 and 15% respectively for the baseline mission.
• Presently available thermal control surfaces are satisfactory. Further
development of low _/E surfaces would be beneficial if tanks were oriented
toward the sun.
• Radiation shields are very effective in reducing propellant heating.
1.6.6 Thermodyamic Analysis and Development Recommendations
• Additional work should be directed at development of effective prelaunch
thermal control systems.
• Analyses conducted under this contract assumed the use of a pressure
control device which at any burn provides only enough pressurant to make
up the required 17PSP. Such a pressure control device should be developed.
• Additional analytical studies should be performed to investigate more
thoroughly engine heat soak back and start mode effects.
• Additional analytical studies should be performed to optimize shadow shields,
particularly between the solar arrays and the propellant tanks.
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The performance analysis includes not only the determination of payload weight, pro-
pulsion module weight, and propellant load, but also the design parameters as deter-
mined from the thermodynamic/structural/performance optimization analysis. The
Thermodynamic Optimization Program (TOP) was used for the performance calculations.
The ability of the program to handle several sequential propulsive burns, with varying
specific impulse and variable launch weight, provided great flexibility in the optimization
at considerable savings in time. The performance is calculated by inputting parametric
data for subsystems such as propellant tanks whose weights vary with propellant
load. Propellant tank weights vary both with size and with pressure above the mini-
mum gauge values. The weights of fixed systems such as engines are also included
as input, as are the mission parameters such as time of burn, value of AV, and values
of specific impulse. Thermodynamic data relating to insulation, pressurization, etc.,
are included parametrically and weights and dimensions uniquely defined only after
the optimization has been completed.
For each propellant combination the optimization procedure is first conducted using the
baseline Mars Orbiter mission profile and an injection weight of 9700 pounds. This
weight includes the payload, propellant load, and propulsion module inert weight.
Subsequent to the optimization and definition of the propulsion module for each propel-
lant, the Mars Orbiter propulsion module is flown on the alternate missions. The only
changes allowed are in insulation thickness, pressurization requirements and meteoroid
shield, which are optimized for each mission. The injection capability of the Titan
IIID/Centaur varies for each mission and poses a further constraint on the overall
system weight. The performance results are classified as to single primary burn
systems such as planet orbiter mission and those systems which also incorporate
ascent burn. For the ascent burn system the initial staging weight is determined
parametrically so as to optimize the payload, and varies for each propellant.
The following paragraphs present summary weight statements for each stage and mission.
The detailed weights are presented in Appendix C where the actual computer output is
reproduced.
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1.7.1 Single Primary Burn Stage Performance
The single primary burn systems include the Mars Orbiter, Venus Orbiter, Lunar
Cargo, Jupiter Flyby, Grand Tour of the Jovian Planets, and 0.2 A. U. Solar Probe.
The baseline mission is the Mars Orbiter with the propulsion module sized for a Titan
IIID/Centaur booster and predetermined mission profile. The Mars orbiter propulsion
stage is then flown on the other missions, with minor mission-peculiar changes, and
the performance and operating conditions determined. The mission requirements and
booster capability were presented earlier in Section 1.5.2.1.
1.7.1.1 Mars Orbiter Stage Weights and Design Parameters. Summary weight
statements for the F2/H 2, FLOX/CH 4, OF2/B2H 6 , and N204/A-50 systems are
shown in Table 16. These weight statements give a breakdown of all of the inert weight
elements, the impulse propellant, the total propulsion module, and the payload. The
summary weight items shown in Table 16 and subsequent tables are made up of the
following:
Structure:
Base Structure, Tank supports, attachments, and bulkhead insulation
Propellant feed assembly:
Tanks, valves, fitters, plumbing, ullaging, insulation, meteoroid shield
Pressurization System:
Tanks and plumbing
Engine system: no breakdown





Performance Reserve$ 1% on total AV
Inert: sum of above weights
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Inert 1023 868 1007
Impulse Propellant 3622 4044 4085
Propulsion Module 4645 4912 5092
Payload 5055 4788 4608
Design Parameters
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Impulse Propellant: Propellant used for AV
Propulsion Module: Inerts plus impulse propellant
Payload: All mass carried by the propulsion stage
In addition to the weights, the design parameters such as maximum propellant tank
pressure, insulation thickness, and initial ullage values are shown. These parameters
have all been carefully optimized in order to maximize the payload.
1.7.1.2 Venus Orbiter Stage - Weights and Design Parameters. Subsequent to the
optimization for the Mars Orbiter mission, the baseline propulsion stage is flown on
the alternate missions such as the Venus Orbiter. The propellant tank sizes and
gauges are fixed, but the pressurization spheres, insulation thickness, initial ullage,
and meteoroid shielding are allowed to vary in the optimization procedure. The Venus
Orbiter, because of its flight path, receives increasing solar radiation during its
mission. The effect of this is to increase the tank pressures. For hydrogen the
ullage volume and insulation thickness were also increased. Summary weight state-
ments and design parameters are shown in Table 17 for the four propellants.
i. 7. i. 3 Lunar Cargo
The lunar cargo mission, because of its short duration, poses no special problems.
Table 18 presents the weight statements and design parameters for the four propellants.
1.7.1.4 Direct Ascent Missions
The direct ascent missions do not pose any additional propellant handling and storing
problem. In general, they are simpler and ground operations dictate the thermal
design features that need to be incorporated. The design conditions for these missions
and propellants are shown in Table 19. Figure 37 shows the generalized performance
curve for the four propellant combinations and notes the payload capability for the Jupiter
Flyby, Grand Tour of Jovian Planets, and 0.2 A.U. Solar Probe.
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Table 17
WEIGHTS AND DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR VENUS ORBITER STAGE
(Weights in Pounds)

































































































WEIGHTS AND DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR LUNAR CARGO STAGE
(Weights in Pounds)
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Table 19






































*Dictated by fixed tank sizes.
1.7.2 Ascent Burn Stage Performance
The ascent burn missions include the Jupiter Orbiter and the Titan IIID (no Centaur)
boosted Mars Orbiter for all propellant combinations, and the 6000-pound propellant
load Mars Orbiter mission with F2/H 2 and FLOX/CH 4 propellants. The baseline
Mars Orbiter propulsion stage is used for the Jupiter Orbiter mission and Titan HID
(no centaur) Mars Orbiter while new stages are optimized for the 6000-pound propellant
load Mars Orbiter vehicles.
1.7.2.1 Jupiter Orbiter Stages .Weights and Design Parameters. The Jupiter Orbiter
is the most demanding of all the missions evaluated. Not only is more than half of the
propellant utilized during the ascent burn, but the long mission duration produces a
significant amount of conductive heating to the cryogenic propellants. This effect is
such that the F2/H 2 commonality stage must be modified slightly for the Jupiter
orbiter mission. Weight statements and design parameters are shown in Table 20 for
the four propellants.
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*Exceeds Mars Orbiter Stage design pressure and imposes a 45 lb increase in tank
weight.
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1.7.2.2 Mars Orbiter Stage Weights and pesign Parameters for Titan IIID Without
Centaur. For this mission a significant amount of the commonality stage propellant
is consumed during the ascent burnat Earth. Again the F2/H 2 system is most sensitive
insofar as the commonality requirements are concerned. In this case, more than six
inches of insulation would be required in order not to exceed the commonality stage
design pressures. A 20 pound increase in tank weights to allow higher pressures
permits a reduction in insulation thickness to 2-3/8 inches. Weight statements and
design parameters are shown in Table 21 for the four propellants.
1.7.2.3 Mars Orbiter Stage W.eights and Design Parameters for Stages With 6000 lb
Propellant Loading. Only F2/H 2 and FLOX/CH 4 propellants were studies for the stages
with 6000 lb propellant loading. This loading delivers approximately the maximum
payload to Mars on the Titan IIID/Centaur and it is also of near-optimum size for a
Lunar Mission. Ascent burn is required for the Mars Orbiter mission. The resulting
payloads compared to the baseline commonality stage payloads are shown in the follow-
























Weight statements and design parameters for the 6000 lb propellant load stages are
shown in Table 22.
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WEIGHTS AND DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR MARS ORBITER STAGE




































































































*Exceeds Mars Orbiter Stage design pressure and imposes a 45 lb increase in
tank weight.
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WEIGHTS AND DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR MARS ORBITER STAGE





































Propellant Tank Pressure Insulation Thickness Initial Ullage(psia) (in.) (percent)
F 2 44 1/2 2
H 2 98 2-7/8 2
FLOX 43 1/2 2
CH 4 35 1/2 2
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1.8 COMMONALITY STAGE DESIGN SUMMARY
The propulsion stages developed in the commonality stage task have had the benefit of
iterative and detailed structural, thermodynamic, performance, and operation
analyses. The configuration drawings have been shown in Figs. 7 through 12, and
weight statements presented in Tables 16 through 22 and in Appendix C.
The basic structure of the module consists of aluminum tubing and sections that carry
the primary loads. The propellant tanks are supported by filament-wound fiberglass
struts in order to reduce the heat transfer to the tanks. There is also an insulation
blanket on the module bulkhead in order to control the heat transfer from the payload.
The propellant tanks are made of 2021 aluminum with room temperature design allow-
ables. Each tank has a manhole cover through which the penetrations pass. Valves,
fittings, regulators, and plumbing lines were sized, and the sum of these component
weights are shown in the weight statements. Each tank is individually insulated with
multiple layers of double-aluminized Mylar and Tissuglas. Each tank also has a dual-
wall aluminum meteoroid shield. The pressurization spheres are located in the propel-
lant tanks except for the N204/A-50 system. These spheres could be external for all
propellants and enclosed within the primary tank insulation. Titanium is used for all
pressurant tanks except for the OF2/B2H 6 system where Inconel was used. The
pressurant was stored at 4500 psi. Helium was used for the pressurant for all pro-
pellants except that heated hydrogen was used with hydrogen propellant. The engine
systems selected are representative of current engine company design capability.
1.9 COMMONALITY CONCEPT ANALYSIS
The basic objective of the Commonality task was to determine the feasibility of utilizing
a stage optimized for a Mars orbiter mission for other missions. This commonality
stage concept proved to be very valid with study results showing that a broad range of
missions could be performed with a Mars orbiter stage. Nearly all missions could be
flown with minimal mission-peculiar modifications.
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i. 9.1 Performance Comparison
The Commonality stages optimized for the Mars Orbiter mission and Titan IIID/
Centaur have certain characteristics which are fixed and others which are variable
for alternate missions. The basic assumption was that the only items variable with
mission were insulation thickness, meteoroid shielding, pressurization system tanks
and loading, and propellant loading. Stage structure, propellant tanks, and engine
system were fixed. The following paragraphs describe how closely this commonality
philosophy was met, and display the variable characteristic values for each propellant
combination and mission.
1.9.1.1 Fluorine/Hydrogen Commonalit_ Stage Performance. The F2/H 2 Commonality
Stage performed well on all missions when provided with the optimized system charac-
teristics presented in Table 23. For two missions, the Jupiter Orbiter and the Mars
Orbiter with Titan IIID (no Centaur}, the Commonality stage design pressures were
exceeded for the H 2 tank. This discrepancy can be overcome in one of several ways:
1. H 2 tank weight could be increased 45 lb for the Jupiter Orbiter (20 lb
required for the Mars Orbiter w/Titan IIID). This weight penalty would
then be imposed on all missions using the Commonality stage.
2. Greater separation (one foot) could be specified and a shadow shield added
between propulsion stage and payload for the critical missions only. This
would reduce tank pressures and impose no penalties on the Commonality
stage.
3. Detailed redesign to reduce structural heat leaks might eliminate the
problem at little or no penalty.
4. A hydrogen vent system could be added.
1.9.1.2 FLOX/Methane Commonality Stage Performance. The FLOX/CH 4 Com-
monality Stage performed well on alI missions with no violations of the commonality
concept. Payloads are slightly lower than for for F2/H 2. Optimized characteristics
for each mission are presented in Table 24.
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1.9.1.3 Oxygen difluoride/Diborane Commonality Stage Performance. The OF2/
B2H 6 Commonality Stage performed well on all missions with no violations of the
Commonality concept. Payloads are lower than for either F2/H 2 or FLOX/CH 4.
Optimized characteristics for each mission are presented in Table 25.
1.9.1.4 Nitrogen Tetroxide/Aerozine-50 Commonality Stage Performance. The
N204/A-50 Commonality Stage gave substantially lower payloads than the alternate
propellants, and could not perform the Jupiter Orbiter mission without incorporating
excessive amounts of insulation (5 to 6 inches) or actively heating the propellants to
prevent them from freezing. Optimized characteristics for each mission are presented
in Table 26.
1.9.2 System Sensitivity
The greatest sensitivity to mission variations was shown by F2/H 2 and N204/A-50.
The space storables, FLOX/CH 4 and OF2/B2H6, showed the greatest flexibility in
performing the various missions.
1.9.2.1 Fluorine/Hydrogen Stage Sensitivity. In the F2/H 2 systems the fluorine
tank operating pressure was very low for all missions except the Venus orbiter for
which the total tank pressure capability was utilized. For hydrogen there was more
variation, but only for the Jupiter orbiter and the Mars orbiter w/Titan HID was the tank
design pressure exceeded. The variation in hydrogen ullage is primarily an indicator of
expansion requirements during the mission. This is somewhat attenuated for the
ascent burn eases, but these have less propellant to serve as a heat sink for the
remainder of the mission. The cumulative heating, primarily by conduction, during
the long duration Jupiter orbiter mission provided the severest test to the commonality
stage. In allowing the optimization to search freely a tank pressure of 166 psi was
obtained. For the Mars orbiter w/Titan IIID mission, the optimization was run with
and without the tank pressure constraints. The results are shown in Table 27.
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Pressure Sensitive Weight Total, lb 288 233
This shows that, by violating the tank pressure constraint, approximately 55 more
pounds of payload on the Mars orbiter w/Titan IIID could be delivered, but a 20-pound
tank penalty would be imposed on all the other commonality stage missions which do
not test the tank pressure constraint. Alternate design approaches, discussed earlier
under Section 1.9.1.1, might prove more attractive.
1.9.2.2 FLOX/_Methane Stage Sensitivity. The FLOX/CH 4 design provides a very
good commonality stage that is relatively insensitive to mission variations.
1.9.2.3 Oxygen Difluoride/*Diborane Stage Sensitivity. The OF2/B2H 6 design also
provides a very good commonality stage that is relatively insensitive to the mission
variations.
1.9.2.4 Nitrogen Titroxide/Aerozine-50 Stage Sensitivity. Although one might expect
N204/A-50 to provide an insensitive commonality stage, propellant freezing was a
problem for the Jupiter mission. This difficulty was overcome by loading the propel-
lant subcooled at 500 °F, increasing the _/¢ to 2.2, and letting the optimization
program solve for insulation thickness which becomes rather large. Active propellant
heating would probably prove a more attractive solution than adding insulation. For the
Mars orbiter w/Titan HID mission, increasing the c_/_ to 0.71 from 0.66 prevented the
propellant from freezing.
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1.9.3 Commonality Concept Conclusions
Both FLOX/CH 4 and OF2/B2H 6 provide great flexibility for a commonality stage which
can be flown on all selected missions without modification to the baseline Mars orbiter
stage.
F2/H 2 systems continue to provide the best performance for all applications, but both
the Mars Orbiter w/Titan IIID mission and the Jupiter mission have tank pressure
requirements which exceed those for the baseline Mars orbiter and impose either a
20 to 45 lb tank weight penalty on the Mars orbiter stage concept or an alternate design
approach.
The N204/A-50 propellant system has a broad range of applicability except for the
Jupiter mission. For this mission the payload is too low to be of great interest and
special protection from propellant freezing must be considered.
2.0 COMMONALTY STAGE APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
The comprehensive analyses that have been conducted on high energy propulsion stages
for space applications during the past two years has paved the way for a low cost
approach to a broad range of missions. Table 28 summarizes the missions and pay-
loads which can be supported by the propulsion stages described in the report, when
launched by Titan IED/Centaur or Titan flID. Additional missions, not analyzed,
will also be attractive with this booster and stage combination. These include flybys of
Saturn, of Mercury by way of Venus, of comets and of asteroids.
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
3.1 TASK OBJECTIVES
The objectives of Task VI, Attitude Control System Requirements Definition, were to:
a. Define, for spacecraft and missions matched to the capability of Titan HI D/
Centaur, the following attitude control system requirements and effects:
Thruster location





b. Compare, in a preliminary manner, methods for mechanizing attitude
control systems to meet requirements. Consider cold gas, monopropellant,
and bipropellant (separate and integrated with secondary or primary pro-
pulsion system) and estimate system weights. Recommend a concept that
is attractive for analysis in greater depth.
3.2 GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS
The task was performed under the following assumptions and constraints:
• The spacecraft is sized to the launch capability of Titan HI D/Centaur
• Main Propulsion System alternatives are:
5000 Ib thrust, F2/H 2 , Pump Fed
5000 lb thrust, FLOX/CH 4, Pump Fed
3500 Ib thrust, OF2/B2H6 , Pressure Fed
3500 Ib thrust, N204/A-50, Pressure Fed
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• Midcourse and orbit trim corrections are accomplished by the throttled
main engine
• The main engine is gimbaled for thrust vector control
• Impulse accuracy of the throttled main engine (throttled to 500 Ibf) is:
3a impulse repeatability -_ 40 lb-sec
minimum impulse bit -_ 400 lb-sec
• Desired AV = 1 + 0.1 meter/sec
rain
• The vehicle is stabilized full time about three axes, with one axis
pointed toward the sun
3.3 VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS AND INERTIAS
Missions and spacecraft compatible with the launch capabilities of Titan EI D/Centaur
were assumed. These included:
Mars Orbiter - Orbit insertion stage
Jupiter Orbiter - Earth escape and orbit insertion stage
Venus Orbiter - Orbit insertion stage
Jupiter Flyby- Earth escape stage
Solor Probe - Earth escape stage
Lunar Cargo Delivery - Orbiter/Lander stage
Moments of inertia were computed about three axes for each of these configurations as
a function of mission time. Assumptions made to simplify the calculations were:
1. Propellant is a spherical mass located at the center of the tank
during coast
2. Configurations can be defined by blocks of time
3. For Jupiter missions, radioisotope thermal generators are flush
mounted in a symmetrical pattern in the hex sides of the spacecraft
bus
4. Inertias for the Venus Orbiter could be assumed similar to the Mars
Orbiter for analysis purposes
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Details of spacecraft configurations and changes as propellant is consumed and payloads
separated are presented in the following figure and tables.
Figure 38 illustrates a typical spacecraft configuration at the start of interplanetary
cruise and defines the reference axes used for describing mass locations. The space-
craft consists of a propulsion stage, spacecraft bus or equipment module (shown with
solar panels deployed), and a lander capsule. The configuration, masses, and inertias
change with mission time as propellant is consumed and the lander capsule is separated.
Descriptions of the mass distribution for each configuration are shown in Tables 29
through 31 except for the lunar lander configuration which was lifted from Lockheed's
Intermediate Size Lunar Landing Spacecraft proposal, LMSC-A946971. Calculated
moments of inertia are summarized in Table 32.
3.4 GUIDANCE ERROR EFFECTS
The relationships between guidance pointing errors allowable, attitude reorientation
time, and attitude hold angle limits should be known when determining requirements
for an attitude control system. A guidance error analysis was therefore performed
for Mars, Venus, Jupiter, and Lunar missions utilizing the Titan III/Centaur booster.
Two midcourse corrections were simulated for each mission, with the first occurring
in the earth departure phase and the second during the target body approach phase.
The sensitivities of the midcourse velocity and residual miss at the target to midcourse
pointing and impulse errors were determined based on a particular booster injection
covariance matrix. Effects of tracking errors were not considered.
The guidance law followed for both maneuvers was to correct deviations in miss vector
components, B.T and B,R, and linearized time of arrival, t A. The variables of
interest for each mission were the rms values of the magnitudes of the velocity correc-
tions and the residual miss due to the midcourse errors. The analysis utilized a
matched-conics trajectory computer program to generate nominal mission trajectories
and to build matrices of partial deviatives for mapping parameter variations along the
trajectory.
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The characteristics of the various missions are summarized below:
MISSION LAUNCH DATE TRIP TIME NOMINAL MIDCOURSE TIME
• (day/month/year) ist 2nd
Mars 8/10/73 195 days 7 days 180 days
Venus 11/23/76 175 days 7 days 160 days
Jupiter 6/02/74 900 days 7 days 850 days
Moon 9/12/73 84 hr 17 hr 74 hr
METHOD
The error models for the midcourse maneuvers were as follows: The velocity errors
due to an error in pointing and in impulse, 5_ u and 5_ I , respectively, were pre-
sented by




is the velocity correction vector, V
rms
is its ms magnitude, which is
2+ 2 = !_ !°°v(v>ll_'_v s={EIv2+V v.li''_
W is the spacecraft weight, g the earth gravitational acceleration, and pointing error
sources epi (i = 1,2, 3) and impulse error eI follow independent Gaussian distri-
2 2
butions with zero means and variances, var (epi) = _ and vat (eI) = Thef
covariance matrix of midcourse errors is then found as
coy (_v-) = coy (6_'1_) + coy @VI)
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c°v(SVP ) = a2[ V2rms I- cov(_'}]
2t:)cov(0  ) v-r- cow,v)
rm
u
and I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix. The midcourse covariance matrix, coy (V) , is
obtained by a linear mapping of either the injection covariance matrix, or the previous
midcourse error covariance matrix, to the midcourse point, with the mapping function
defined by the guidance law simulated.
m
After each midcourse, a residual miss covariance matrix, cov (6m, 6t A) , where
6m = 5(B- T , B. R) and 5t A is arrival time error, is found by mapping the mid-
course error covariance matrix into the terminal miss coordinate system. The rms
miss magnitude error corresponding to the midcourse errors is then given by
6mrms = {T r cov(6m)} 1/2
Based on the above model, it can be shown that the rms values of midcourse velocity
and miss for each maneuver can be written as functions of the system errors in the
following form:
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211/2V2 _- blip2 + b2_I ]
rms
b 2]:/2crm2 = 3 °'P 4 + b4 °'P 2 crI2 + b5 °'I ]
rms
where, for a given injection covariance matrix, the sensitivity coefficients
a i = a i (tl} and b i = b i (t I , t 2} are merely functions of the mission trajectory and
the midcourse execution times, t 1 and t 2 .
For each of the missions, the sensitivity coefficients were determined for various
combinations of midcourse times by making runs with the matched-conics trajectory
program. Values of rms midcourse velocity and miss for each mideourse were then
calculated for a range of pointing errors, ap, from 0 to 2 degrees, and normalized
impulse errors, _I' from 0 to 80 Ib-see/W, where W, the spacecraft weight, was
taken as nominally 10,000 lbs for all missions except the one to Jupiter. For the
Jupiter Mission, W = 5000 lbs. Note that a _I of 41 lb-sec/10,000 lbs corresponds
to a velocity error of about. 04 m/s.
RESULTS
The results of this study are presented in figs. 39 through 49. These results can
be considered at the 3(r probability level. In fig. 39 is presented the rms velocity
magrdtude for the first midcourse as a function of execution time t 1 and type of
mission. The Lunar mission is seen to require the largest velocity correction, and
the Jupiter mission the smallest.
The rms velocity for the second correction is shown in figs. 40 to 43 for each
mission as functions of the first midcourse pointing and impulse errors, and the
executAon time t 2 for the second maneuver. It is seen that the second midcourse
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Fig. 42 Effects Of Execution Time and First Midcourse Errors On Second
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velocity for the Jupiter mission is considerably more sensitive to impulse errors than
either the Lunar, Venus or Mars missions. The Venusmission showsthe large effects
of pointing error on secondmidcourse velocity. The secondmldcourse execution time
is also seento be of comparable importance to that of the error sources. Increasing
the execution time has the same effects as increasing the magnitudeof the errors.
All of the data shownassume the first midcourse occurs at its nominal time. The
effects on the secondmidcourse of varying the execution time of the first midcourse
were generally insignificant.
The rms miss remaining after performing the secondmidcourse is presented in
figs. 44 to 47 for eachmission. Also shownfor comparison is the miss existing
prior to the secondmidcourse. Note that the residual miss after the secondcorrection
is sensitive to the errors in both the first and secondcorrections. In all cases, it is
assumedthat the error source deviations @p and _I take on the same values for
both corrections.
It is seen from figs. 44 to 47 that the effects on residual miss of impulse errors
relative to pointing errors is generally largest for the Jupiter mission and smallest
for the Mars missions. For example, with a pointing error of about 0.5 deg, adding
an impulse error of 40 units (see figures) increases the miss by about 12 percent
for the Venus mission, 21 percent for the Mars mission, a factor of 2.4 for the Lunar
mission, and a factor of 3.3 for the Jupiter mission. The actual values of miss in
these cases is 145 KM, 80 KM, 6.8 KM, and 640 KM for the Venus, Mars, Lunar,
and Jupiter missions, respectively.
The effects of varying the time of the second midcourse are shown in figs. 48 and
49 for the Lunar and Mars missions. In general, delaying the time of occurrence
of the second midcourse was comparable to decreasing the magnitudes of the error
sources, primarily the value of the impulse error. Fig. 49 also shows the effects
of changing the guidance law of the second midcourse for the Mars mission. Data
were obtained for the case where the second midcourse corrected only the miss
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components and did not correct for arrival time error. It is seen that with this
guidance law change, the pointing error effects are reduced considerably, however,
the impulse error effects are magnified. The net advantages of this change becomes
significant only when the pointing error is larger than about 0.5 deg. Associated with
this change in guidance law is an increase in arrival time error. With arrival time
corrected during the second midcourse, the residual arrival time error is the order
of a few minutes, Without an arrival time correction in the second midcourse, the
residual arrival time error will be larger than 0.6 hour for pointing errors larger
than 0.5 deg.
The effects on residual miss of varying the first midcourse time were of no
consequence.
3.5 SPACECRAFT/CONTROLLER DYNAMICS
Appropriate consideration is given to spacecraft dynamics through use of simplified
rigid body modeling for decoupled pitch, roll, and yaw control channels. Conventionally
oriented thruster assemblies for each channel are driven by separate controllers that
operate on several attitude error signals. The closed loop dynamic behavior thus
generated is discussed in this section and in Appendices A and B.
The assumption of inter-channel decoupling is justified by choosing principal axes for
the three control axes and assuming that the motions and rates are either small tso that
superposition applies} or can be made to occur sequentially.
3.5.1 Thruster Configuration
The requirements analysis task is based on a conventional thruster layout utilizing
12 nozzles. To avoid coupling between pitch, yaw, and roll control channels and
sensitivity to spacecraft center of mass location, two thruster pairs separated by a
distance L are used to generate pure control couples of _FL ft-lb where F is the
thrust in lb. In addition, the arrangement provides an attractive reliability advantage
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through the incorporation of independent propellant feed systems with excess capacity
for each set of three pairs.
Without serious loss of generality, the assumption of common F and L values for
all three channels was made to make the study tractable. It is to be understood,
however, that interplanetary missions may involve dual thrust levels which may or
may not be generated by the same nozzles (as in the case of an all cold gas system
with dual pressure levels).
The nominal thrusters configuration is assumed to be symmetrical pairs about the
X-X (roll) axis, Y-Y (pitch) axis and Z-Z (yaw) axis.
3.5.2 Digital Pseudo Rate Controller
Dynamic response characteristics of a spacecraft/controller combination were
established by digital simulation using a computer model of one control channel and a
promising controller channel. The selected controller is a sampled data version of
the standard pseudo rate controller. This class of controller is particularly well
adapted to implementation on a time-shared onboard digital computer, a consideration
appropriate to the spacecraft generation of interest. A detailed discussion of con-
troller operation, parameter evaluation, and typical system transient behavior may
be found in Appendix B.
The simulation effort described in Appendix B indicates that suitable controller param-
eter values can be found to produce satisfactory dynamic performance for all other
system parameter combinations of interest. Consequently, changes in thruster force
level, minimum on-time, spacecraft moment of inertia, etc., can be compensated by
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suitable adjustment of controller parameter values. Of equal value was the demon-
stration that well defined maneuvers can actually be performed with propellant ex-
penditures that exceed the ideal value by less than 25 percent.
3.5.3 External Torque Assumptions
The primary continuous disturbing torques of interest in computing attitude control
system requirements are solar torques. Precise evaluation of solar torques is both
difficult and strongly dependent on spacecraft design details. In addition, torque
history during cruise mode depends to some extent on spacecraft orientation history
in the characteristic limit cycle motion. In view of these practical difficulties for a
generalized study, the usual recourse of designing to a constant level large enough to
serve as a practical bound is employed. Based on Lockheed experience the following
values are estimated for earth-moon space.
M
Z
M = 0.2 x 10 -5 ft-lb
X
-5
M = 1.0 x 10 ft-lb
Y
= 1.0 × 10 -5 ft-lb
In the case of Mars and Jupiter missions, application of the above numbers is addition-
ally conservative since solar pressure depends on the inverse square of distance from
the sun. On the other hand, the solar probe mission terminates at a distance of 0.2
astronomical units from the sun where solar pressure is a factor of 25 higher than in
earth-moon space. Accordingly, an average torque that gives the same time integral
over the mission as a parabolically increasing torque (based on a conservative constant
speed approach to the sun) must be 9 times the actual initial torque. Therefore, the
following values were used for the solar probe mission.
M = 1.8 × 10 -5 ft-lb
x
M = 9.0 × 10 -5 ft-lb
Y
M = 9.0 × 10 -5 ft-lb
Z
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Solar torques may be augmented in orbital cruise modes by gravity gradient torques.
Gravity gradient torques depend on the spacecraft moment of inertia tensor, together
with spacecraft orientation relative to the local vertical. Since the spacecraft remains
sun/Canopus oriented while cruising in orbit, the relative orientation has large magni-
tude, periodic variations so that many of the cyclical motions induced by these torques
may be within deadbands and thus not induce control response. Nevertheless, the
combined solar and gravity gradient torque envelopes were increased for orbital




M = 1.0 x 10 ft-lb
X
M = 5.0 x 10 -5 ft-lb
Y
= 5.0 x 10 -5ft-lb
Disturbing torques generally exist about all body axes during periods of main engine
burn. A ground rule specified in paragraph 3.2 is that the main engine has a thrust
vector control system to compensate for pitch and yaw disturbance torques. It is
further assumed that the pitch and yaw attitude control thrusters are normally
disabled during main engine burns to prevent channel response with attendant expendi-
ture of attitude control propellant. The roll channel of the attitude control system
must counteract engine-generated roll disturbance torques, however. Values for these
swirl torques are based on Mariner data scaled by engine thrust level, resulting in
3.0 ft-lb for a 5,000 lb thrust engine.
3.5.4 Limit Cycle Behavior
Appendix A is entitled "Attitude Control Limit Cycle Expenditure in Presence of
Constant Applied External Torque." The following expression for cruise mode control
impulse expenditure in a single channel is developed in this appendix.
lbf-see) = max. (2.25 Qo 2M/L)see
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Q (lbf-sec) = Max. 202.57riD(F_)2 L ' "_"2M t
where
F = thruster average force level during a single pulse, lbf*
A = thruster minimum on time (pulse width), sec
L = thruster separation distance, ft
I = spacecraft moment of inertia, slug-ft 2
D = control deadband, • deg
M = external torque, ft-lb
t = cruise duration, sec.
The second function argument dominates (and is therefore used) for large M where a
one-sided single pulse thruster mode must exist to counteract the external torque.
The first argument is a threshold large enough to include all peak expenditure rates
for the many one/two-sided pulse patterns that may occur for smaller M. It is
2.25 times the level corresponding to a symmetric, two-sided, single pulse mode for
M = O. Analysis details may be found in Appendix A.
The foregoing equation is useful in establishing the range of attitude control system
parameters of interest for long interplanetary missions. First, we note that the thres-
hold is parabolically related to F and A so that it is very expensive to let these
parameters become much larger than the values which correspond to equality of the
* This value is not to be confused with the somewhat higher thrust level for a given
nozzle which would occur in steady state operation. The correct interpretation is
associated with the fact that FA_ "minimum impulse bit."
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two arguments. For the same reason, it is desirable that deadband be no smaller than
is consistent with other mission requirements such as acceptable antenna gain loss.
Secondly, it is instructive to equate the two arguments and solve for the resulting thrust
level, denoted F L. When F > F L the threshold term dominates cruise mode control
expenditure; otherwise, the external torque dominates. We find
O. 1761
FL = AL
A tabular F L evaluation for D, I, and L ranges of interest in this study is contained
in Table 33 . The torque bound given in paragraph 3.5.3, M = 1.0 × 10 -5 ft-lb, and
the smallest assumed minimum on time, A = 0. 025 sec, are used in the calculation.
An immediate observation is that the indicated thrust levels are all small, the largest
value in the table bring 0.668 lbf. More typically, the Mars missions, where
I = 3,500 slug-ft 2 , D = +0.5 deg, and L = 10 ft are representative values, should
have cruise thruster levels of 0. 093 lbf or less. If L = 25 (e.g., thrusters on outer
edges of solar panels) to reduce control expenditure the desirable thrust level drops to
0. O37 lbf.
For reference purposes, the theoretical minimum weight of cold nitrogen gas required
for a 200 day cruise is also shown in Table 33. The value is based on common M




= 6M (1.728 x 107 )
Wtheo., 200 days 65L
When combined with other requirements, the data in Table 33 can be used to establish
the need for dual thruster levels. In the roll control channel, for example, there is a
need to counteract a 3 ft-lb external torque with a single thruster operative (for relia-
bility considerations). With L = 10 ft this implies F >- 0.6 lbf. If F = 0.6 is
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used for a cruise mode to Mars, however, the roll channel expenditure will exceed
the necessary minimum amount by a factor of over 40. In the pitch and yaw channels,
the attitude control system has a requirement to remove initial tipoff rates of the order
of 1.5 deg/sec. Other space programs have required that this rate be brought to zero
before an excursion of 10 degrees from the initial orientation has occurred. If two
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thrusters are turned on continuously to perform this task it can be shown that the mini-




= initial tipoff rate, deg/sec
0 = permissable excursion, deg
Again, using I = 3,500, L = 10 we find F = 0.687 lbf. If this F value is used for
a cruise mode to Mars, however, the pitch and yaw channel expenditures will exceed
the necessary minimum amount by a factor of over 50.
Finally, one other point of view is illuminating. Consider the spacecraft with
F L = 0. 093 and requiring a theoretical minimum of 1. 595 lb of cold nitrogen for a
200 day cruise. If F = 2.0 lbf (a reasonable level for maneuvering and attitude con-
trol during main engine burns) the spacecraft could not even cruise for 1/2 day on the
theoretical minimum amount of gas using the high thrust level.
Based on the preceding analysis, it is concluded that dual thruster levels are required
on all missions with the probable exception of the lunar lander. In this latter case,
the cruise duration is short enough that added weight associated with F > F L is offset
by the weight and reliability disadvantages of an added system.
3.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND MODES OF OPERATION
This section of the report is devoted primarily to the presentation of results from the
attitude control system requirements studies of five missions. The first three para-
graphs contain brief reviews of essential background material. A computer program
used to generate the main body of output data is described in the fourth paragraph. The
next five paragraphs describe individual mission results and are followed by a com-
parative summary discussion.
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3.6.1 Operating Mode Review
The attitude control system operating modes which significantly affect propellant
expenditure are listed below.
(1) Tipoff Rate Removal.
The removal of spacecraft tipoff rates about all three control axes
following separation from the launch vehicle.
(2) Acquisition Transients and Searches.
The starting and stopping of spacecraft roll, pitch, and yaw rates
in sun/Canopus acquisition processes.
(3) Commanded Turns.
The maneuvers generated by sequential turn commands at prescribed
rates. A roll-pitch-roll sequence was taken as the standard with
unwinding accomplished in reverse order.
(4) Transit Cruise
Limit cycle expenditures based on the most likely maximum solar
torque levels about each axis.
(5) Orbital Cruise
Limit cycle expenditures based on the most likely maximum sum of
solar and gravity gradient torque levels about each axis.
(6) Main Engine Burns
The counteracting of main engine swirl (roll) torques during escape,
midcourse, orbit insertion, and orbit trim engine burns.
3.6.2 ACS Propulsion Data
A review of thrusts and propellant performance capabilities was made for thruster
sizes from less than 0.1 lbf to 100 Ibf and for cold N 2 gas, N2H 4 , N204/MMH '
FLOX/CH 4 , and F2/H 2 propellants.
It was concluded that in the thrust range of interest for limit cycle operation (less than
0.1 lbf) only the cold N 2 gas system and a cold N2H 4 gas system were attractive.
Performance of a system in this low-level thrust range could be improved by heating
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the gas, but this alternative was not analyzed. Specific impulse of the cold N 2 gas
was assumed to be a constant 65 lbf-sec/lb m for all thrust levels and thruster on-
times of interest. Specific impulse of cold N2H 4 gas was assumed to be a constant
100 lbf-sec/lb m.
Operation of high-level thrusters was assumed to occur only in the steady state during
initial orientation, reorientation, or maneuvers. Steady state specific inpulse was
assumed to vary as shown on Fig. 50 for the propellants considered. Specific
impulse for a high-level thrust cold N 2 gas system was assumed constant at
65 lbf-sec/lbm, identical to that for the low-level system.
In the analysis of ACS propellant requirements, a cold N 2 gas low-level system was
combined with each candidate high-level system for alternate combinations of mission
thrust level, thruster moment arm, low-level thruster on-time, and limit cycle dead-
band. Propellant requirements are presented later in this section.
3.6.3 Basic Assumptions
The assumptions itemized below complete the necessary data base for the numerical
study to follow. Certain items have been stated elsewhere but are included in the
interest of completeness. Others actually evolved after preliminary iterations of the
requirements study.
(1) A common thruster separation distance, L, is used for all three control
channels.
(2) A common thruster force, F, is used for all three control channels
except as noted in items 3 and 4.
(3) Two separate thruster force levels are employed for all missions
except the intermediate size lunar lander where a single level is used.
(4) The pitch and yaw control channels are disabled during main engine
burn periods while an independent thrust vector control system con-
trols pitch and yaw attitude.
(5) The ratio of high level to low level thrust is 20 for all missions.
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(6) All extended duration cruise modes are performed with low-level
thrusters using cold nitrogen gas with a specific impulse of 65 sec.
(7) All non-cruise modes are performed with high-level thrusters.
(8) The maximum attitude control system torque capability of interest
is 20 ft-lb.
(9) Computer outputs do not include an allowance for leakage or any
reserve to handle malfunctions.
(10) Three representative thruster separation distances of interest are
L = 5, 10, 25 ft.
(11) Three representative minimum on-times of interest (applies only to
low-force-level nitrogen thrusters) are /x = 0. 025, 0. 050, 0. 075 sec.
(12) Three cruise mode deadband levels of interest are D = _:0.5, 1.0,
5.0 deg. An exception is the intermediate size lunar lander spacecraft
where one half of these values are used for orbital cruise.
3.6.4 Description of Requirements Analysis Program
A Univac 1108 program in Fortran V was modified to perform the requirements
calculations for each mission and to prepare SC-4020 plotter tapes for graphical
solution display.
3.6.4.1 Mission Elements and Spacecraft Configurations. Individual missions were
constructed by appropriate combination of mission elements where each element
could be designated as one of four types. The four types are closely related to the
six operational modes listed in paragraph 3.6.1.
Type 1: Tipoff Rate Removal
Same as item (1) of paragraph 3.6.1
Type 2: Commanded Turns
Handles both acquisitions and commanded turns, i.e., items (2)
and (3) of paragraph 3.6.1
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Type 3:
Type 4:
Cruise with Constant External Torques
Handles items (4) and (5) of paragraph 3.6.1.
Large External Torques
Handles main engine burns, i.e. , item (6) of paragraph 3.6.1.
The several spacecraft moment of Inertia tensors, (i. e., sets of Ix, Iy, Iz presented
in section 3.3) of interest in each mission are stored in the computer and indexed by
a" configuration number" so that individual mission elements refer to appropriate
values. Exceptions are mission elements of Type 4. since control expenditures during
main engine burns are independent (essentially of spacecraft moments of inertia.
3.6.4.2 Propellant Performance Tables. Specific impulse functions of thrust for each
of four propellants are shown in section 3.6.2. These functions are represented in
the computer program by conventional linear interpolation between specific points.
A constant value of 65 sec (i. e., independent of thrust level) is used for cold nitrogen
gas.
3.6.4.3 Parameter Variation Technique. The purpose of the program is to generate
graphic displays of mission control requirements that show the effects of variations in
the following four parameters:
(1) Thruster force level (both high and low levels constrained by a fixed
20:1 ratio),
(2) Thruster minimum on-time,
(3) Thruster separation distance.
Based on the selected plot layout, the first two parameters above are automatically
varied over a specified range during a single computer run, while fixed values are
input for the last two. Accordingly, each plot corresponds to a specific combination
of deadband and thruster separation distance; a set of several computer runs is re-
quired to display the effect of variation in these parameters. The selected set of nine
runs per mission is described in paragraph 3.6.5.
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3.6.4.4 Mission Element Input Data, Calculations. Input data required for each type




(2) Dynamic factor, K F
(3) Initial roll rate, w , deg/sec
x
(4) Initial pitch rate, w , deg/sec
Y
(5) Initial yaw rate, w z , deg/sec
Using the configuration number to select the appropriate set of moment of
inertia (1) values and the dynamic factor (always 2.0 for type i elements in this
study) to scale ideal requirements, the following equation for determining impulse
is evaluated
KFTr
Q = 90L'_ x/C°xI + w I + WzI_z/ lbf-secYY
This maneuver is performed by the high level thrusters, so associated weights
for various propellants are computed for later summation using the general form
W = Q/Isplb, Isp = f(F)




(2) Dynamic factor, K F
(3) Unwind factor, K U
(4) Number of maneuvers factor , K R
(5) First axis designator, i
(6) First rate, w i , deg/sec
(7) Second axis designator , j
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(8) Second rate, wj, deg/sec
(9) Third axis designator, k
(10) Third rate, Wk' deg/sec
The configuration number is again used to select the proper moment of inertia
set. The three factors are self explanatory. The designators i, j, k can each
be x, y, or z to indicate roll, pitch, or yaw turns, respectively.
Q = KFKRTr(1 + K U)
45L (wiIi+ wj5 + WkIk)lbf-sec
Observe that the type 2 format is actually a generalized form of type 1, except
that both starting and stopping of the turn is assumed. Provision for multiple
maneuvers and then unwinds Is also made.
Type 2 maneuvers are performed by the high level thrusters so propellant
weight calculations are identical to those discussed under type 1.
Input:
Cruise with Constant External Torque
(1) Configuration number
(2) Duration, t, days
(3) Roll deadband factor, KDX
(4) Roll torque, Mx , ft-lb
(5) pitch deadband factor, KDy
(6) Pitch torque, My, ft-lb
(7) Yaw deadband factor, KDZ
(8) Yaw torque, M z , ft-lb
The configuration number has the same meaning as before. The deadband
factors, all normally 1.0, are applied to nominal deadband. In the intermediate
size lunar landing spacecraft KDX = KDy = KDZ = 0.5 for the orbital cruise
element, only.
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Cruise requirements are based on expressions in Appendix A.
90 (0.05 FA) 2 L , i = x, y, z
Qoi =
_iiKDi D
Q = 86400t Max/2.25 Qox' + Max .25 (_oy '
•
With the exception of the lunar mission, cruise mode operation is performed by
the low level thrusters using cold nitrogen gas. The associated gas weight is
therefore simply
W = Q/65 lb.
Input:
Large External Torques
(1) Dynamic Factor, K D
(2) Duration, t, sec
(3) Roll torque, Mx , ft-lb
(4) Pitch torque, My, ft-lb
(5) Yaw torque, M z , ft-lb
This type of element provides attitude control torques to counteract external
torques applied for a specified duration. A dynamic factor (2.0 used in this
study) is included to handle transient effects such as noise, non-zero frequency
content, etc., in the actual torque.
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Q ( +M +ML Mx y z
Note that M = M = 0 in this portion of the study.
y z
Since the control torques are supplied by the high level thrusters, propellant
weight calculations are identical to those described for type 1.
3.6.4.5 Summary. Separate summation of low and high level control impulse and
propellant weight for the several mission elements is accomplished in a straightforward
manner. No attempt is made to present results for individual mission elements. Out-
put plots are presented and discussed in the following sections.
3.6.5 Mars (or Venus) Orbiter Mission
Three spacecraft configurations are of interest for the Mars Orbiter mission as






















Twelve mission elements are used to construct the mission as follows.
1. Type 1 with configuration Mars 1.
Tipoff rates of 0.5, 1.5, and 1.5 deg/sec, about the X, Y, and Z axes
respectively, are removed using a dynamic factor of 2.0.
2. Type 2 with configuration Mars 2.
Four acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are
initiated and terminated using a dynamic factor of I. 5.
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3. Type 3 with configuration Mars 1.
A 195 day transit cruise with unity deadband factors and solar torques nf
(0.2, 1.0, and 1.0) x 10 -5 ft-lb about the X, Y, and Z axes respectively.
4. Type 2 with configuration Mars 1.
Commanded roll-pitch-roll turns of 0.2 deg/sec with dynamic factor = 1.25.
To simulate two turns with unwinds and one without set K u = 1, K R = 2.5.
5. Type 2 with configuration Mars 1.
Commanded roll-pitch-roll unwind of 0.2 deg/sec with dynamic factor -- 1.25.
= K RSet Ku 1, = 0.5.
6. Type 4 with dynamic factor = 2.
Roll torque of 0.3 ft-lb for 155 sec, corresponding to 500 lbf main engine
burns.
7. Type 4 with dynamic factor = 2.
Roll torque of 3.0 ft-lb for 300 sec, corresponding to 5000 lbf main engine
burn.
8. Type 3 with configuration Mars 2.
A 10 day orbital cruise with unity deadband factors and solar/gravity gradient
torques of (1, 5, and 5) x 10 -5 ft-lb about the X, Y, and Z axes respectively.
9. Type 2 with configuration Mars 2.
A commanded roll-pitch-roll turn with unwind based on 0.2 deg/sec rates
and a dynamic factor of 2.0. Capsule is separated during the maneuver.
10. Type 2 with configuration Mars 2.
Two acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are
initiated and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5.
11. Type 3 with configuration Mars 3.
A 180 day orbital cruise with unity deadband factors and solar/gravity
gradient torques of (1, 5, and 5) x 10 -5 ft-lb about the X, Y, and Z axes
respectively.
12. Type 2 with configuration Mars 3.
Four acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are
initiated and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5.
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Computer output is displayed in three composite figures, each pertaining to a particular
thruster separation distance. Figure 51 shows the results for L = 5 ft in seven
plots. Three plots give total control impulse as a function of thruster force level and
minimum on time. The portion of control impulse associated with maneuvers at high
level is shown on each of these three plots - note that this portion is independent of
F, A, and D as indicated in paragraph 3.6.4 equations. For L = 10 ft, we find
= 1433 lb-sec. As F is increased the cruise mode expenditureQHIGH LEVEL
departs from the fixed level associated with external torques (871 lb-sec). For a
given deadband and thruster separation distance (i. e., D and L) this departure tends
to occur at a fixed value of FA, so low A implies departure at high F and conversely
as can be seen in the figure. Another predictable trend is that larger deadbands
correspond to departure at higher F values.
Three companion plots give the required weight nf cold nitrogen gas for the low level
thrusters. It can be seen that these plots are simply obtained by dividing the corre-
sponding low level impulse requirement by 65 sec. The weight value associated with
the threshold is therefore 871/'65 = 13.39 lb.
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The seventhplot showsthe required weight of high level propellant. Only one plot is
required since thts result is independentof deadband. A thrust-independent value of
1434/65 = 22.06 Ib of cold nitrogen gas would be required for high level maneuvers.
Lesser amounts of other propellants would be required with a slight dependence on
F observable owing to Isp dependencies.
Note the relative importance of selecting small, fast, low level thrusters. For
D = _0.5 deg we compare the combination FLO w LEVEL = 0.05 lbf (FHIGH LEVEL
1.0 lbf), A = 0.025 sec where the low level control impulse is 875 lb-sec to the
combination FLO w LEVEL = 0.2 (FHIGH LEVEL = 4.0), A = 0.075 sec where
low level control impulse is 7398 lb-sec. This latter value represents an increase of
750% and exceeds the high level requirement by 415%.
In Fig. 52 are displayed a similar set of plots for L = 10 ft. The thrust range has
been altered to maintain a maximum torque capability of 20 ft-lb. With this modifica-
tion and a halving of the ordinate scales, the two sets of plotted points can essentially
be overlaid. 1 This being true, all previous trend comments apply. This pattern
extends to the third sets of plots for L = 25 shown in Fig. 53.
The above mentioned pattern provides a convenient method of estimating requirements
for other thruster separation distances. For example, suppose we desire to find the
total control impulse requirements for L = 12 ft, A = 0.050 sec, and D = • 1.0 deg
at FHIGH LEVEL = 1.5, FLOW LEVEL = 0.075 lbf. We use the plot for run 5
where L = 10. Since L = 12 the abscissa point marked 1.8 corresponds to
= 1.5 and is the point entered on the plot to read Q --- 1390 lbf-sec.FHIGH LEVEL
But this indicated value must also be scaled by the L ratio so that the desired result
is 1390/1.2 _ 1160 lbf-sec.
Two identified constraints are indicated on each plot. One pertains to the roll control
thrust level required for a single high level thruster to counteract the assumed 3.0 ft-lb
1Exceptions are weight requirements for propellants with thrust level dependent
specific impulse.
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main engine swirl torque. The other corresponds to the yaw excursion following a
1.5 deg/sec tipoff rate. For dual thrusters having force levels lower than the indicated
value, spacecraft yaw excursion will exceed 10 deg before the rate is hulled.
A summary of Mars Orbiter mission control impulse requirements is presented in
Table 34. The term "rain low level" used in summary tables implies "subject to
minimum force level constraints".
Table 34





High Level 1433 717 287
Impulse (Ib-sec) .... (F -> i.4 Ibf)_ (F >- 0.7 Ibf) (F >- 0.28 Ibf)
Min. Low Level 871 435 174
Impulse (lb-sec) (F < 0.1 lbf) (F < 0. 062 lbf) (F < 0. 025 lbf)
Min. Total
Impulse (lb-sec) 2304 1152 461
Note: Deadband = + 0.5 deg
3.6.6 Solar Probe Mission
There are only two spacecraft configurations of interest for the Sol'ar Probe mission;
one with full tanks at tipoff, the other consisting only of the bus and solar panels as
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Six mission elements are used to construct the mission.
1. Type 1 with Configuration Solar Probe 1.
Tipoff rates of 0.5, 1.5, and 1.5 deg/sec, respectively, are removed using
a dynamic factor of 2.0.
2. Type 2 with Configuration Solar Probe 1.
Two acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are initiated
and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5.
3. Type 4 with dynamic factor = 2.
Roll torque of 3.0 ft-lb for 322 sec, corresponding to 5000 lbf main engine
burn.
4. Type 2 with Configuration Solar Probe 2.
Two commanded roll-pitch-roll turns of 0.2 deg/sec with dynamic factor =
1.25 unwinds.
5. Type 2 with Configuration Solar Probe 2.
Two acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are initiated
and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5.
6. Type 3 with Configuration Solar Probe 2.
A 730 day transit cruise with unity deadband factors and solar torques of
(1.8, 9.0, 9.0) x 10 -5 ft-lb about the X, Y, and Z axes respectively.
Nine computer runs were made using the same parameter combinations and run
numbering system described in the Mars Orbiter mission, paragraph 3.6.5. Computer
results are also displayed in three figures each with seven plots. Qualitative comments
previously made about trends and patterns continue to apply.
An immediate observation to be made from Figs. 54 , 55 , and 56 is that the low
level requirements exceed the high level by a factor of at least 5. The high level
requirements are only 64% of the comparable values for the Mars orbiter mission
while the minimum low level requirements are 574% of the corresponding Mars orbiter
mission value. Accordingly, the emphasis in the solar probe mission must be on the
cruise mode performance and minimization of external torque levels.
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One of the constraints indicated on each plot remains unchanged since the assumed
3.0 ft-lb main engine swirl torque exists as before. The thrust level pertaining to
yaw excursion after tipoff is lower, however, since the solar probe spacecraft moments
of inertia are appreciably lower.
A summary of Solar Probe mission control impulse requirements is presented in
Table 35.
Table 35





High Level 921 461 184
Impulse (lb-sec) (F _ 1.2 lbf) (F > 0.6 lbf) (F >- 0.24 lbf)
==,
Min. Low Level 4995 2498 999
Impulse (lb-see) (F < 0.11 lbf) (F < 0. 075 lbf) (F < 0. 023 lbf)
Min. Total
Impulse (lb-sec) 5916 2959 1183
Note: Deadband = ± 0.5 deg
3.6.7 Jupiter Orbiter Mission
Three spacecraft configurations are of interest to the Jupiter Orbiter mission per
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Nine mission elements are used.
1. Type 1 with Configuration Jupiter Orbiter 1.
Tipoff rates of 0.5, 1.5, and 1.5 deg/sec, respectively, are removed using
a dynamic factor of 2.0.
2. Type 2 with Configuration Jupiter Orbiter 1.
Two acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are initiated
and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5.
3. Type 4 with dynamic factor = 2.
Roll torque of 3.0 ft-lb for 304 sec, corresponding to the two 5000 lbf main
engine burns.
4. Type 2 with Configuration Jupiter Orbiter 2.
Two acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are initiated
and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5.
5. Type 3 with Configuration Jupiter Orbiter 2.
A 900 day transit cruise with unity deadband factors and solar torques of
(0.2, 1.0, and 1.0) x 10 -5 ft-lb about the X, Y and Z axes respectively.
6. Type 4 with dynamic factor = 2.
Roll torque of 0.3 ft-lb for 23 sec, corresponding to the 500 lbf main
engine burns.
7. Type 2 with Configuration Jupiter Orbiter 2.
Four commanded roll-pitch-roll turns of 0.2 deg/sec with dynamic
factor = 1.25, unwinds.
8. Type 2 with Configuration Jupiter Orbiter 3.
Five acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis} are initiated
and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5.
9. Type 3 with Configuration Jupiter Orbiter 3.
A 180 day orbital cruise with unity deadband factors and solar/gravity
gradient torques of (1, 5, and 5) x 10 -5 ft-lb about the X, Y, and Z axes
respectively.
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Nine computer runs were made using established parameter combinations, run number-
ing system, and display formats. It can be seen from Figs. 57 , 58, and 59
that minimum total requirements are not significantly different than those for compar-
able Mars configuration. A larger proportion of the impulse requirements are derived
from cruise mode operation, however.
Table 36 contains a summary of mission results.
The high level thrust constraint for yaw excursion subsequent to tipoff has been adjusted
for moment of inertia.
Table 36





High Level 1015 508 203
Impulse (lb-sec) (F _- 1.2 lbf) (F - 0.6 lbf_ (F _- 0.24 lbf)
Min. Low Level 1406 703 281
Impulse (lb-sec) (F < 0. 085 lbf) (F < 0.04 lbf) (F < 0. 017 lbf)
Min. Total
Impulse (lb-sec) 2421 1211 484
Note: Deadband = _0. Sdeg.
3.6.8 Jupiter Flyby Mission
Two spacecraft configurations are of interest to the Jupiter Flyby mission as noted in
Section 3.3. The moments of inertia for this configuration are shown below.
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Seven mission elements are employed.
1. Type 1 with Configuration Jupiter Flyby 1.
Tipoff rates of 0.5, 1.5, and 1.5 deg/sec, respectively, are removed using
a dynamic factor of 2.0.
2. Type 2 with Configuration Jupiter Flyby 1.
Two acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are initiated
and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5.
3. Type 4 with dynamic factor = 2.
Roll torque of 3.0 ft-lb for 322 sec, corresponding to the 5000 lbf main
engine burn.
4. Type 2 with Configuration Jupiter Flyby 2.
Six acquisition search maneuvers (0.2 deg/sec about each axis) are initiated
and terminated using a dynamic factor of 1.5,
5. Type 2 with Configuration Jupiter Flyby 2
Four commanded roll-pitch-roll turns of 0.2 deg/sec with dynamic
factor = 1.25, unwinds.
6. Type 4 with dynamic factor = 2.0.
Roll torque of 0.06 ft-lb for 113 sec, corresponding to duration of 100 lbf
main engine burns.
7. Type 3 with Configuration Jupiter Flyby 2.
A 900 day transit cruise with unity deadband factors and solar torques of
(0.2, 1.0, and 1.0) x 10 -5 ft-lb about the X, Y, and Z axes respectively.
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Plotted results in Figs. 60 , 61 , and 62 and tabulated results in Table 37 show
that the high level requirements for the Jupiter orbiter and flyby missions are not
appreciably different but the minimum low level requirements of the flyby mission are
half those of the orbiter. This is to be expected because of the shorter cruise duration.
For higher thrust levels, however, the low level flyby requirements exceed those of
the orbiter. This can be explained by the moment of inertia values. The flyby mission
has lower values during cruise (nearly empty propellant tanks) and hence higher limit
cycle frequency. Recall that minimum low level requirements are not dependent on
moment of inertia.
Table 37












(F >-- 1.2 lbf)
711




(F >- 0.6 lbf)
356






(F < 0.017 lbf)
368
Note: Deadband = • 0.5 deg.
3.6.9 Intermediate Size Lunar Lander Mission
Two spacecraft configurations are of interest for the Lunar Lander Mission per
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Eight mission elements are employed.
1. Type 1with Configuration Lunar 1.
Tipoff rates of 0.5, 1.5, and 1.5 deg/sec, respectively, are removed using
a dynamic factor of 2.0.
2. Type 2 with Configuration Lunar 1.
Four acquisition search maneuvers (0.5 deg/sec abouteach axis) are initiated
and term inatedusing a dynamic factor of 1.5.
3. Type 3 with Configuration Lunar 1.
A 5.5 day transit cruise with unity deadbandfactors and solar torques of
(0.2, 1.0, and 1.0) x 10-5 ft-lb aboutthe X, Y, and Z axes respectively.
4. Type 2 with Configuration Lunar 1.
Four commandedroll-pitch-roll turns with unwinds of 0.5 deg/sec with
dynamic factor = 1.25.
5. Type 4 with dynamic factor = 2.
Roll torque of 3.0 ft-lb for 450 sec duration. Corresponds to a set of
5000 lbf main engine burns sufficient to empty propellant tanks.
6. Type 3 with Configuration Lunar 2.
One half day orbital cruise with 0.5 deadband factors and solar torques of
(0.2, 1.0, and 1.0) × 10 -5 ft-lb about the X, Y, and Z axes respectively.
7. Type 2 with Configuration Lunar 2.
Six initiated and terminated turns (0.5 deg/sec about each axis) pertaining
to gyro reference updates in orbit (or acquisition searches). Dynamic
factor = 1.25.
8. Type 2 with Configuration Lunar 2.
Commanded high speed, roll-pitch-roll turns prior to descent burn. Dynamic
factor = 1.25. To provide for one maneuver with unwind (aborted descent)
and one without set Ku = 1, K R = 1.5. Rate = 2.0deg/sec.
Because of the relatively short transit cruise duration and the need for higher speed
maneuvers, several differences in the mission structure will be noted. Most impor-
tantly, dual thruster force levels are not used since the associated propellant penalty
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during cruise operation is offset by reliability and hardware weight considerations.
Consequently, the exact values of solar/gravity gradient torques are of little importance
since cruise mode expenditure is dominated by the threshold term discussed in para-
graph 3.5.4. 'me low level/high level nomenclature is retained, however, since it
serves to distinguish cruise mode expenditures from those associated with other
maneuvers. We simply note that the ratio of high level thrust to low level thrust is
nominally 1.0* for this mission.
Higher turning rate requirements are anticipated throughout the mission to meet
guidance system constraints.
Subject to the preceding comments, computer results are presented in Figs. 63 ,
64 , and 65 in a plot format that is identical to that of the other missions. An
additional relationship between thrust level and the time required to impart a 1.0 deg/
sec orbital configuration yaw rate is shown for reference purposes. ** This considera-
tion could have important guidance ramifications and cause the acceptable minimum
thrust level to be raised in order to achieve high speed maneuvering capability.
The same summary table format previously used is also applied to this mission in
Table 3.10. The term "low level" corresponds to the minimum thrust value defined
by the tipoff yaw excursion constraint, not the much lower value defined by the
(unrealizable) threshold condition. Nevertheless, the requirements for maneuvering
are still 7.6 times the minimum cruise mode requirements.
*The distinction between single pulse thrust level and steady state thrust level is
neglected here. It can be accounted for in a variety of ways (e. g., an adjusted
interpretation of effective on time, A).
**Yaw is selected because that moment of inertia is largest.
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Note: Deadband = _0.5 deg
3.7 ACS REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
Following the analysis of the attitude control systems requirements calculations and
computer outputs, the following general observations and conclusions are made:
1. Two levels of thrust are required, for most of the missions analyzed, in
order to keep ACS propellant requirements to an acceptable low level.
For the lunar lander mission the high-level thrusters could be used for
the short transit and orbit times, as well as for maneuvers, at a relatively
small penalty. High-level thrusters in the 1 to 5 lb thrust range are suitable
for all the missions, while low-level thrust in the 0.05 lbf range is
recommended (0.3 lbf for the lunar lander).
2. Limit cycle operation should be accomplished with the smallest combination
of thrust and thruster on-time that will overcome external torques. Specifically,
assuming a thruster separation of 10 ft, minimum inputs bits (MIB) of
0. 001 lbf-sec or less were found desirable for the solar probe mission,
0. 00125 lbs-sec for the Jupiter Orbiter and Jupiter Flyby, 0. 0015 lbf-sec
for the Mars Orbiter, and 0. 0075 for the Lunar Lander.
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3. Thruster location should be as far as practical from the center of mass and
rotation. For example, if solar panels are installed then location of
thrusters at panel extremities should be considered. Note, though, that
there is an optimum Minimum Impulse Bit value associated with each
thruster location, all other mission and spacecraft conditions being fixed.
If that optimum MIB cannot be achieved, then some shorter moment arm
can be found which will be more economical of ACS propellant.
4. Thruster on-time should be as low as practical for limit cycle operation.
An on-time of 0.025 sec was chosen as the lower practical limit for the
analysis, although it is known that somewhat lower values are achievable
for specific propellants and systems.
5. Limit cycle deadband should be as large as mission requirements allow,
especially during long-term cruise or orbit.
6. High-level propellant requirements are mildly sensitive to thrust level
and directly proportional to specific impulse.
7. Mars Orbiter high-level propellant requirements vary from 21 percent (for
F2/H2) to 60 percent (for cold N 2 gas) of total ACS propellant requirements
when combined with an optimized low-level system using cold N 2 gas.
A summary of normal or recommended ACS parameters is presented in Table 39
together with estimated weights for propellants and total ACS systems. For all
missions the use of a N2H 4 monopropellant for the high-level system resulted
in the lightest total weight. The estimation of system weights is described in the
following subsection.
3.8 ACS SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATES
A preliminary examination of methods for mechanising ACS systems was made in order
to compare system weights and recommend a concept.
Cold N 2 Gas and Cold N2H 4 Gas.
The only systems examined that were capable of delivering the very low thrust and
minimum impulse bit required were cold N 2 gas and cold N2H 4 gas.
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SUMMARY OF NOMINAL OR RECOMMENDED ACS PARAMETERS
AND ESTIMATED WEIGHTS
Mission










Low Level Impulse Required
0b-sec)
High Level Impulse Required at
1.4 Ibf (lb-sec)










Estimated Total ACS System
Wt (lb)
Low-Level/High-Level (1.4 lbf)
N2 Gas/N 2 Gas
N 2 Gas/N2H 4
N 2 Gas/NoO4/MMH
N 2 Gas/F fX)X/CH 4
N 2 Gas/Fg/Ho














































































































* Impulse Propellant With No Redundancy
Thruster Separation of 20 to 25 ft, easily achievable with spacecraft using solar panels
for power, would reduce thrust levels and impulse requirements in direct proportion
to the increased separation distance.
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The cold N 2 gas system is the most widely used to date, is inherently simple, and
easily storable. Cycle lifeis limited by pressure regulators and solenoid valves and
contamination is one of the most severe problems, leading to leakage. The dominant
environmental problem is vibration with the pressure regulator most susceptible to
vibration failure. Attractive applications are in thrust levels of one Ib or less. A
cold N 2 gas system, with two levels of thrust controlled by varying regulated pressure,
can meet all requirements for the missions and spacecraft studied.
Use of cold N2H 4 gas for low-level thrust in combinations with N2H 4 monopropellant
high-level thrusters was examined briefly. This system has the dual advantages of use
of a common propellant coupled with the lowest estimated weight for each mission.
For the most demanding mission (Solar Probe) the ACS system weight is estimated at
69.4 pounds as compared to 125.9 pounds for the next lightestsystem which uses cold
N 2 gas for low-level and N2H 4 for high level control.
Heating of the cold gases was not evaluated, but may prove attractive in increasing
the delivered specific impulse.
N2H 4 Monopropellant
N2H 4 monopropelIant is useful and attractive in the 1 to 5 lb thrust range and is capable
of delivering a specific impulse of about 235 sec steady state. The main problem is keep-
ing the propellant from freezing (at +34°F). This system is not suitable for the low-
level ACS requirements studied but yields the lightest weights for the high-level thrust
applications, as shown by Table 39.
Bipropellants
Bipropellants are most useful at thrust levels exceeding 5 or 10 lb. It is therefore
marginal to consider bipropellants even for high-level ACS thrusters for the configu-
rations studied. I values varying from about 275 sec for MMH to about 400 sec for
sp
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F2/H 2 are realizable in the 5 to 10 lb thrust range. Problems with low thrust bi-
propellant engines includes hard-start, valve leakage in hard vacuum, injector heat
soakback in buried installations, and orifice plugging.
Total ACS system estimated weights are presented in Tables




40 through 44 for
Assumptions made in preparing
10 percent excess propellants
Thruster redundancy on both low and high thrust levels. Use 4 squib
valves to transfer
3. Titanium tanks used for all gases and liquids except aluminum tanks used
for LH 2 and LF 2
4. 1.5 safety factor used in all tanks. 10 percent ullage in all liquid tanks
5. Minimum tank weight of 0.3 lb
6. N 2 thrusters have 15 psia chamber pressure. Monopropellant and bi-
propellant thrusters operate at 300 psia (except F 2/H 2 100 psia)
7. H 2 and F 2 are gaseous when introduced into chamber. Chamber pres-
sure is 100 psia. Two pressure regulators required for separate gases
8. No instrumentation weight included
Note from the tables that the alternate bipropellants have essentially constant system
weight for a given application in spite of differences in Isp.
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N 2 Fill Valve
N 2 Squib Valve
N 2 Regulator
12 N2 Thrusters
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It is recommended that further examination of ACS systems for the spacecraft and
missions studied concentrate on the following alternatives:
1. Cold N 2 gas for both low and high-level thrust as the most simple system
2. Cold N 2 gas for low-level and N2H 4 for high-level thrust as a system
within current technology and of lighter weight than all cold N 2 gas
3. Cold N2H 4 gas for low-level and N2H 4 for high-level thrust as the lightest
weight system








ATTITUDE CONTROL LIMIT CYCLE EXPENDITURE IN
PRESENCE OF CONSTANT APPLIED EXTERNAL TORQUE
A. 1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
An idealized bang-bang type controller for a single spacecraft control axis is assumed
as sketched below.
MOMENT OF INERTIA = I
Controller action generates a sequence of thruster pulses (duration = A seconds) such
that the angle O is maintained within a deadband defined by - D -< O -< D. In the
absence of an external torque, M, the spacecraft centers a two-sided, single pulse
limit cycle.
We are interested in the time integral of thruster pulses (denoted control impulse, Q,
Ibf-sec) since this defines attitude control propellant requirements during cruise mode
operation. For convenience in treating variable length missions we emphasize the
time rate of Q (i.e., Q, lbf-sec per sec).
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Two extreme cases are analyzed with relative ease: (a) M = 0, and (b) M large
enough that single sided pulsing is assured. For the range of constant M levels
between these limits, however, system performance is more complex owing to the
combination of single and two sided pulsing and dependence on initial conditions.
A.2 ZERO EXTERNAL TORQUE CASE
In the diagram below is shown the O history for a symmetric limit cycle where
O __ +o:. Negative sense F pulses occur at points A and C, and a positive sense
pulse occurs at point B. The change in angular velocity at each pulse, _-2w, is
given by + 180 FL_/_rI so that
w , deg/sec a 90 FI__
= _'I (I)
0




Observing that P = 4D/o: and Qo = 4F_JP we find
FAcQ 90 ( FA )2 L





We wish to consider a more general initial condition for E} , however, given by
w 1 = Cw where 0 -< C -< 2. This contains the entire range of interest since the
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C > 2 condition would simply generate more than one pulse (ideally) at t = 0 before
settling into a non-symmetrical limit cycle such as shown below.
/_ SLOPE = co2
, / _ SLOPE = _1
We know that c02 = Wl- 24o = (C - 2)w. Therefore,
P = 2D
co(2C - C 2)
v t
and
(_ = 90 (FA) 2 L (2C - C 2)
,ID (3)
Inspection of Eq. (1) shows that (_ is maximized with respect to C when C = 1,
in which case the equation reduces to Eq. (2). So initial conditions corresponding to
the symmetric case give maximum propellant expenditure; a conservative approach to
requirement estimation must therefore consider the Qo defined by Eq. (2).
A.3 LARGE EXTERNAL TORQUE CASE
Relatively large applied torques are counteracted over long time intervals by periodic
single sided pulsing. The condition that average 6 = 0 over one period leads to the
relation FLA = MP. Since (_ = 2FA/P we see that
A-3
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= _ (4)
Equation (4) indicates that propellant expenditure to counteract large torque levels is
proportional to the torque, inversely proportional to the lever arm, and independent
of thrust level or pulse width (assuming fixed Isp).






Solving for the indicated intersection yields
 I-b = 180 D (5)
One is tempted to use the above figure in estimating propellant requirements. That is,
Eq. (4) is used when M - M L while the G ° threshold for M = 0 is used for
smaller torque levels. As will be indicated in the next section, however, this approach
is erroneous and leads to distinctly incorrect results in the region 0 < M < M L .
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A.4 INTERMEDIATE EXTERNAL TORQUE CASE
We first seek that M value above which we must have a sustained single sided limit
of initial condition 6 o = Cw, 0 -< C -< 2cycle (denoted the "1-1 t' mode) regardless $
This was accomplished with the aid of a small computer program (conversational
desk-top type). For a particular value of C, M was gradually reduced until the
controller switched into a 2-1-2-1-2-1-... pulse pattern (henceforth denoted the "2-1
mode"). It was found that the highest M value at which switching occurred is asso-
ciated with the extreme C values, C = 0 or C = 2. A limiting condition for the
2-1 mode limit cycle was also found that enables calculation of this M value. As
sketched in the diagram below this limiting condition is characterized by incident and
departure rates at the positive deadband of 2w and -2w , respectively. Furthermore,
the two time intervals, t 1 and t 2, are equal.
-D





/x_)= - 4o0 (2 PULSES)
t
We can now write two equations involving angular acceleration, a, owing to the
external torque, where a, deg/sec 2 = 180 M/_I.
at 2
-2D = - 2wt 1 + 7
2at I = 2_
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Eliminating t 1 we find
2
3_
a - 4 D
We can now compute the upper switch point between the 2-1 and 1-1 modes.
M
23_w I 3
4 180 D = _ ML
In similar fashion it was also shown that the lower switch point between these two
modes is given by M = 1/4M L.
It is easy to see that, for a given M, the 2-1 mode G level is three times that of the
1-1 mode. This is true since the un-paired negative pulses in the 2-1 mode must
occur with the same frequency as in the 1-1 mode to counteract M. The additional
two pulses in this interval simply expend additional propellant. So the appropriate
expression in the 2-1 mode is
6M
L
The information found thus far is presented in the following diagram.
Also displayed is the performance line for the 2-2-1 mode, the upper switch point for
which is at M = 15/64M L.
The most important observation to be made is that unfavorable initial conditions can
cause propellant expenditure rates 125% higher than those predicted by the over-
simplified rule G = Max (Qo, 2M/L). A conservative approach suggests the follow-
ing expression for preliminary design purposes.
G = Max (2.25 G °
A-6
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Equation (6) places the threshold at the peak of the operating range on the 2-1 mode
line. Since no peaks at lower M values exceed this threshold, further analysis is
not required.
A secondary observation involves the strong (quadratic) dependence of Qo on thrust
level and pulse width. The desirability of low thrust levels and small pulse widths for







































TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE OF AN ATTITUDE CONTROL CHANNEL
USING A DIGITAL PSEUDO RATE CONTROLLER
B. 1 INTRODUCTION
The ratio between actual and ideal control impulse expenditure for a specified space-
craft maneuver is termed the "dynamic factor" in the attitude control system require-
ments task. It differs from 1.0 because realizable closed loop controller mechaniza-
tions involve rate overshoot and undershoot behavior that expends propellant in excess
of that required for ideal tracking of the command. To provide a sound basis for
estimating dynamic factors a digital computer model of a promising controller candidate
and single spacecraft control axis was employed.
As established in the primary analysis task, dual attitude control thruster levels are
indicated for the interplanetary missions. A secondary objective of this simulation
effort was to make a preliminary determination of whether the same type of controller
(with possible parameter adjustments) is suitable for both thrust levels.
B.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the system simulated is shown in Fig. B. 1. Spacecraft dynamics
are modeled relatively simply by equating angular acceleration to the sum of control
and external torques, the latter consisting (generally) of constant and angle proportional
components. Note that all angles are expressed in degree units. The diagram is
appropriate to angle sensing by means of sun sensors, star sensors, or integrating
rate gyros since low frequencies are of interest. A simple diagram (hence computer
model) modification permits simulation of a caged (rate) gyro sensing mode.
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The controller is a sampled data version of the standard pseudo rate controller featur-
ing unequal feedback time constants in the on and off modes. Such a controller is
particularly well adapted to implementation by means of a time-shared onboard digital
computer, a consideration appropriate to the spacecraft generation of interest. Primary
sampling occurs at A second intervals which, as indicated by the zero order hold
function, coincides with the thruster minimum on time. Accordingly, the control
torque generated by two thrusters (separated by distance L) consists of a modulated
string of pulses, each having area +FLA (or zero) where F = thruster force.
Stabilization is accomplished by the feedback difference equation that generates a
static variable (denoted X) for comparison with the sampled angle error signal sealed
by the reciprocal deadband° The use of a unit deadband inside the controller loop is,
of course, an arbitrary arrangement. Three numerical parameters are employed in
the controller difference equation. Coefficients CN and C F are related to the
analog "on" and "off" time constants, respectively, while K is a gain term for the
"on" state. Observe that, owing to the zero order hold function, there is no need for
a hysteresis element such as usually found in an analog mechanization.
B.3 CRUISE MODE CONTROLLER PARAMETER SELECTION
A series of computer runs was made with typical Mars cruise spacecraft data
(I = 3500 slug-ft 2, D = _0.5deg, L = 11 ft, F = 0.11bf, A = 0.05 sec) to establish
a satisfactory set of values for CN, C F , and K.
Figures B. 2a, B. 2b, and B. 2c show a capture transient from the initial condition
eo = 1.0 deg, 6o = - 0.0005 deg/sec. Controller parameters are CN = 0.012,
C F = 0.0002, K = 7.5. External torque was set to zero for this run, denoted Run 21.
Note that @ enters the deadband to remain thereafter in the single pulse mode at
t = 700 sec. The two angle rates in this mode are + 0.0004 and - 0. 0005 deg/sec
as governed by system data and initial condition choices. Figure B. 2b is the asso-
ciated capture phase plane t where the switching surface and 25 thruster pulses leading
t Approximate shape constructed by 2000 linear segments thus artificially smoothing
display of true discontinuous phase plane.
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u 21 CONTROL IIqPULSE HISTORY
TIME, lll[CeNOII
Fig. B. 2c Control Impulse History -Run 21
to the single pulse mode may be seen. Cumulative control impulse expenditure is
shown in Fig. B. 2c where we note that the single pulse mode is entered after 25 pulses
of 0.01 lb-sec impulse each.
B.4 SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS WITH LOW LEVEL THRUSTERS
The controller of Run 21 and low level thrusters were used to generate a relatively
slow 180 ° turn maneuver from zero initial conditions and in the presence of a constant
1 x 10 -5 ft-lb external torque. The command signal for Run 22 was ramped linearly
from 0 to 180 degrees at a 0.2 deg/sec rate, thus simulating a typical torqued gyro
reference system that ideally executes the maneuver in 15 minutes. Figures B. 3a,
B. 3b, B. 3c, and B. 3d show the performance of this "nominal cruise" controller in
various ways. Of particular interest are the 6-7% rate overshoot/undershoot levels
B-5
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(see Fig. B. 3c) and the acceptable 4 degree peaks in spacecraft/gyro position difference
(see Fig. B.3b).
Figure B. 3d shows the characteristic control impulse expenditure history for such a
maneuver; 2.5 lbf-sec to initiate the turn and 2.5 more to terminate it. The ideal
expenditure is readily computed for this type of maneuver as:
2_rI (_C
QIdeal - 90L = 4.45 Ibf-sec
The indicated dynamic factor is therefore 5.00/4.45 = 1. 123. This value can also
be obtained directly by considering the rate overshoot levels previously mentioned.
A number of runs containing individual parameter variations to the Run 22 data bases
were made to establish dynamic factor sensitivity to such changes. Results are sum-
marized in Table B. 1. Note the improvement associated with a smaller deadband, an
affect that makes such a change prior to maneuvers advisable. The F and L changes
correspond to raising and lowering loop gain, respectively. Since this type of change
would normally be compensated by appropriate controller parameter adjustments (as
would the change in A ) these particular results are not indicative of the ultimate
effect on dynamic factor.
The insensitivity of dynamic factor to flight variations in spacecraft moment of inertia
is relatively important, however. Apparent sensitivity to the commanded turning rate
is a matter of some concern since there was not sufficient time to establish the antici-
pated effectiveness of various controller compensation measures. Relatively high
speed maneuvers will likely be performed with high level thrusters in any case.
B. 5 SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS WITH HIGH LEVEL THRUSTERS
A number of runs were made with 2.0 lbf thrusters separated by 10 ft to confirm
satisfactory performance of the selected controller. A brief search effort resulted
B-8
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in the following representative set of controller parameters used for the first two runs
to be discussed: C N = 0.012, C F = 0.004, K = 1.0. All runs employed a pulse
width of 0. 025 sec.
Run 44 illustrates system behavior when subjected to a relatively large torque; the
3.0 ft-lb roll torque assumed to exist during the 5000 lbf main engine burn. A low
value of spacecraft inertia appropriate to the Jupiter orbital configuration, 600 slug-ft 2,
was used with a 0.25 deg deadband. Figures B. 4a, B. 4b, and B. 4c show system
response. In Fig. B. 4a the steady state error of 0. 335 deg required to generate the
counteracting control torque pulse train is immediately evident. The amount by which
this error exceeds the deadband (0. 085 deg in Run 44) is essentially proportional to
controller parameter K. This consideration dictates both a small deadband and a
small value of K during main engine burns in order to maintain small steady state
errors. The relatively high frequency dither in the pseudo steady state of O _ 0. 335
may be seen in the phase plane of Fig. B.4b. A terminal rate excursion of _:0. 025 deg/
sec is observed; this correlates precisely with the angular velocity increment generated
by a single pulse (180 FI._/_rI = 0. 048 deg/sec). Finally, the essentially linear build-
up of control impulse shown in Fig. B. 4c agrees precisely with that predicted from the
time integral of external torque,
fo tQ = M E dt = 2At/L = 180 lb-sec
The high level thrusters and controller employed in Run 44 were used to execute the
turning maneuver studied in Run 22. As in the nominal low level thruster case, space-
craft moment of inertia was set at 3500 slug-ft 2. A 0.25 deg deadband was used,
however, to raise the limit cycle frequency. As can be observed in Figs. B. 5a and
B. 5b, the controller tracks the command very accurately, with all error amplitudes
less than 0.32 deg. The phase plane, Fig. B. 5c, shows small rate overshoots and a
terminal single pulse limit cycle featuring rates of + 0. 004 deg/sec (an initial rate
condition of 0. 004 deg/sec was selected). The ideal control impulse expenditure for
B-10
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the maneuver is 4.9 lbf-sec. Application of a 1.25 dynamic factor gives 6.1 Ibf-sec.
Figure B. 5d indicates that the maneuver can be completed by the high level thrusters
with this expenditure if prolonged single pulse limit cycling is not permitted. The
plot emphasizes the expensive nature of such limit cycling and the necessity of mini-
mizing the duration of same.
Results from a third type of run are included for illustration purposes only - the
relatively large propellant expenditure for the maneuver precludes its use as a practical
operational capture mode. The spacecraft/controller combination is identical to that
used in Run 48 above except that a 0.5 deg deadband was used and K = 10 instead of
1. An initial error condition of O = 10 deg, _ = 0. 004 deg/sec is the only system
disturbance.
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Figures B. 6a, B. 6b, and B. 6c display the capture transient in different ways. Figure
B. 6a shows that the terminal single pulse limit cycle begins at 220 seconds. The
phase plane of Fig. B. 6b shows the degree of system damping in regions far from the
deadband. The observed peak rate of - 1.8 deg/sec generated by the large thrusters
explains the large control impulse expenditure seen in Fig. B. 6c (corresponds to
approximately 0.89 lbs of nitrogen gas). The sum of velocity increment magnitudes
imparted to the spacecraft during the first four peaks may be measured from Fig.
B.6b as 4.65 deg/see, Using the relation Q = rI(4.65)/90L we find Q = 56.9 Ibf-sec
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A potential problem area in controller parameter selection was brought to light by
runs similar to Run 57. Parameter value sets which give small "steady state" errors
for large external torque disturbances tend to give poor damping in regions far from
the deadband and conversely. This is the reason for the use of K = 10 in Run 57
rather than K = i. The latter value produced quite light damping for the capture
run, leading to a control impulse expenditure of 438 lbf-sec. The implications of
these results, not critical since the controller can be made mode adaptive and in view
of the impracticality of capture modes without rate limiting, were not explored further
in this study.
B. 6 CONCLUSIONS FOR THE PRIMARY STUDY TASK
As a result of this effort the following general ground rules were established for the
overall study task.
A dynamic factor of 1.25 is appropriate for relatively well defined maneuvers
such as have been simulated. This applies equally to maneuvers performed with the
low or high thruster levels although the duration of limit cycling with high thruster
levels must be minimized.
A dynamic factor of 1.5 is estimated for maneuvers that involve sensor switch-
ing transients (e.g., acquisitions).
A dynamic factor of 2.0 is estimated for relatively ill defined maneuvers such
as the removal of tipoff rates.
No serious problems were uncovered with the digital pseudo rate controller.
It can be adapted to high and low thruster force levels and to all spacecraft configura-
tions by simple parameter value alterations.
All maneuvers must be based on carefully specified and limited spacecraft
angular rates. Controller parameters must be selected to give good damping, thus
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avoiding expensive overshoot/undershoot transients, particularly with high level
thruster forces.
Definition of Symbols
A = Spacecraft attitude control deadband (+deg)
L = thruster separation (ft)
F = thruster force
X = controller feedback state variable
O E = O error (deg)
O C = controller O command(deg)
C N = analog "on" time
C F = analog "off" time
K = gain term for the "on" state
ZOH = zero order hold function
N = torque command signal, either 0, +1, or - 1
I = moment of inertia (slug-ft 2)
S = Laplace operator
B = function of spacecraft orientation (only zero used for this analysis)
M E = external torque = A + BE)
M C = control torque
A = external torque (ft-lb)
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COMPUTER OUTPUT OF THERMODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
This appendix constitutes the tabulated output data of the Thermodynamic Optimization
Program (TOP). All systems are grouped first by mission and then by propellant.
For each mission and propellant combination there is a design summary for each
optimized propellant followed by the weight summary of the propulsion module. All
weights are given in pounds.
C-I
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N204/A-50 VENUS ORBITER--COMPUTATION FOR N204 SYSTEM
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D(LTA VELOCIT[ OBIAI_(O _ : ,qO_O0+O2 (FT/SC| W(IGHT (_ PROPELLANT USED : ,21721+01 ! _8S I
.... uELTA PHOPELLAHT [E_PE_ATUR( .63057-02 IDEG-R)WEIGHT oP VROpELLANT VAPORIZED kJrTER _92239-01 ( _BS I
OP_AI|NG PR[_$UR_ + • .20000+0_ ( PS| ) ..... TOTAL _(|f_4T O_ N|XTUR( USED • *_TI51_O_ I LOS _--
GELTA V£LO¢Ir¢ UGTAImCD - - • .2A280+02 (FTISC} .... WEIGHT OF PROpeLLANT USI[O ..... •--,lSI6I+ol I L8_ ")-
DELTA pROI"£LLANT I(W_ERATt_I [ : .qq222-02 (04[G-R)' MEIGHT OF PROPF-LLANT VAImOR|ZI[D AFTER• ,6_397-02 I LOS )
OPERAIING PRE_S_[ ...... Z )20000+02 ( PSI 1__ + TOTAL I[|GH T oF M|XTtME USeD ....... •__IBgSI+OIILOS___
IW_ • 3
.. DELTA VELOCITY 06fAINE Q ...... I.,32_69+OI.(FT/_¢I____IE|GHT OF PRORELLANT 1JSED 1..,1,115+031. LRS )
_ELTA pHOI"ELLa_N| T(Mf_A_U_4_ • e_-O0 (OI[G"A) kEIGHT OF PROp_LLLANT VAPOR|ZF._I-A_FT[R• ,6e056-00 ! LIP_ :
_PE_AI|_J pREbS_q_ • .10000+0| I PSI | TOTAL hEIGHT oF RIXT_£ _[D • 917645.0t • LIS
.l_a _ ...... : ...... - ......
DF.LTA VEL_|TT 08TA|N(D + l *_Tk_O_ (FTI_) WEIGHT Of PROPELLANT U_d[O • ,IAIB?+O) I _ !
.. _.... uE_TApROI_LLk_ I_L_I[_ ..I,00000 lOnG-R). " . _ WEIGHT _ PROg_LLANT VApoRIZ_) /L_TER • ,O00OO ( _.






I_5UL_YlO_ IFIJ£O _NO YAAIAALE|
M(r[oeolO AU_P(_































OF2/B2H6_ LUNAR CARGO -COMPUTATION FOR OF 2 SYSTEM
pA_qAIqET£RS U_'|l_, oPTII4IZ[D
ir_SUt-A1 |_'i THLCI+,I;ESS - : .SO0 (INCHS) ....................... "" .......
LAU.C,_ _[lGhr Z .e02_9+0_ LES
ULLAGb pERC(I_JAGE OF TANK VoA.U_ • ,8++_2q_0_ _(
........ VE_;t P_(SSURE "= ,7186_+03 PSi ...........
|NITLAL _RESSURAPIT LOAD = .t12000+O| LIIS
IAAXJ_AU,+ T;+JK PH£SS_HE • ,2A|OO_03 PSI
..... INITIAL pRO_;'LLANT LOAD S" ._51FItttOII LB5 .......
- N|_$ION PART|CUL_R5 ....
q BURN t1.|$SI0;'4 CALCULATION TIM E • 1|,77_ | SiC 1
FINAL pKO,'_EL(.A;AT T(b;pI_.RATURF- :r ,.'31084'03 (O(G-RI
WEIGHT _U_,_AR T
+- oFT|NU t_ TAe_RiS) ": 2 _(C)TANK|SI ......................................................................
M|ttI_UI; GAG_ CUTOF F pRESSURE • ,2|0QB4"03 ( PSJ ) MAX PRESSUR E FOR THIS MI_SIO N • .|663_4"03 I PSI
pROPELLA+';T TANK " l .6q2?0+02 ( L_ _; ) PROPELLANT TANK SURFACE AREA' • .352q6+02 (FT-I '
...... pROPELLAf_ T TA_I K VOLU_._E .... • ,|ql_,T64"02 EFT'3 ) .........................
PROPELL_e_T TAr++< CHARACTERISTIC DIN, : +167k?+01 (FEET } RES[D4.aA L • +23325+02 I L8 m. "
BOLL OFF (IF A,_T) • ,00000 ( LBS ) CALcULaTED I_ESIDUAL PROP_LLAHT VAPOR: .302TL*01 ( LB I-
........ PRESSURAIIT If: PNCP£LLANT TAY_K ...... • Iq|Sq94"0| ( LOS ) ...... INSULAI|OI( .............. • +33T?T+01 I LB! :
pIq[S_URANT A_.,_LTSLS_ PRE_SURANT R - I? - I_ pRES_.tJRANT _Pt_R[ INSIDE PROPELLANT TANK
pRESSUKA;JT SPHI;t*_ RADIUS ::' ,T372_-O0 (FEET) F'REsSUKANT sPHERE VEIGHT • ,18Rs2+OJ' ( LB; "
PRESS_H_;IT S_HEHE yOLU_E ........ • ) ......
...... • 16TBRtO| IFT'3 PR(s-_Ut_ANT FLENA|NING |N taRE._ S PHR • eqS_lO"O| ( LB -_
GAS FACTOR (OTHt;R TA_iK _ RESIDUALS) = .|9839_01
HON_T|HU_4 TAtcK(_) = 2 B2H6 TA/4KIS)
...... PROP_LA;_T TANX vOlublE .......... 8-- .192_4"02 |FT-3 ) ..... PROpELLANT TANK SURFACE AI_A .... I_ .311_23+0_ (FT-; -- -
PROPELLANT TAtlK CtlARACTERISTIC OZM. = -|1;623+01 |FEET ) ;HSuLATIOH I ,33276+01 ( LB _•
LNITIAL pROPELLANT LOAD • .SlkqO+03 | L_S ) CALcULATk'O IN|IIA L PRoPEI_AN T VAPOR = ,_27T&-O| I LB|
-- - PROPELLANT TAN/( ......... S _ ,_66496+02 | LI)S _ ......... NtESZDUAL ........... • *T?TSOtO_ | LB._
TOTALS
PAYLOA 0 ( LRS
STRUCTURAL (VAKLABLE 4" CONSTANT) • • 00000 "( LeS _ LAU,,CH WEIGHT 1 I LB_"............... LS*_ -, l+4,L _13+01----+I I P£mFORmA_CE¢OmTIN_,¢_¢_"
,_U,_,4ARYBA,_NOF__ bURh__ GAIA ToTAl. DELTA VELOCITY I " + 1 6 5m + 0 q .......................................................
DELTA VELOCLTT O_TALI_D • ,I10_I00,'02 (FT/5cI _E_oHT OF PROPELLANT US(O • ,|O_+IT+O_ I LB _.
......... DELTA pKOlaELLAtIT Tt_IAP[RAT_q_ ........ _ • + _63q|9-02 lOEB-R| ..... _-'_--_ZGHT OF PROPTLLLANT VAP_IZLr _ AFT(R: ,3t_68_-0| ( LB I. -
uPERAtIhlG PRESSURE l ".15500+03 | PS; )+ TOTAL tlEIG*t T OF MIXTURE US£O • .;l:77Tq+OI I LB$
" Bt_RN 14 2 ...........................................................................
DELTA V_LOC£_T uoTA|PiED • *26280+02 |FT/SC) _(I(;HT OF PROPELLANT USIPU " ,T2706+01
DELTA pROP_LLA!_T T_bp[RATURE • *_t_689-02 (_[G-_I ME|GHT OF PpO/_LLANT vAPOR_ZEO _ArT(R " ,27|t2-01 _ L8_.LB_"
.... OP_RAIIr,G PRLbSUFt( .......... • +15500+03 I PSI ) ..... TOTAL h'[lOl_ T OF N|XTURE _ z .lq38B+02 I LB _.
B_Ite; • 3
...... o(LTA VELOC|TT OOTAI_AED OF PROPt-LLANT U_EU • .BbT'PSA.03 ( LB I.= *3226q+Oq (FT/$cI .... " .... VEXGIIT
DELTA pROP(LI_ AI_T Tlr r_pEt_ATtmr • _B3q?-o0 IDEG-R) bE|oHT PROPE-LLANT VAPURIZED AFTER: ,2k.0k_'÷0| I LD I.Of
OPERAIZ_, G PR['_.,f_f. Z *15500405 | PSI ) TOTAL VE|GHT OF MLXTURE _0 • ,I?80T+0q. I LB _•
• " .................. d ...... - -- :.................... :: + "" ":---"
61_RN ROEL_A V[LOCITT oGT&I++rl) • ,s86qA÷o II (FT/SC) V(][GH_' OF PROPLLLANT _*_l[U • ,85620+03 ! LB|
DELTA I_oPELLANT Ti;_,p(RAT1JR__ • *00000 lOEB-R| WEIGHT OF PROPt-LLANT vAPORIZ(O AFTER= .00000 : LU!
......... OPE.HAI"]h_G pR(SS_aR[ ......... JI -_-|SSO0'_t)3 ( PSJ I ...... TOTAL I_£|_t T OF MLXT_Ir USk'D 1.._A3._,)oq, I._
C-22
Table C-11b
OF2/B2H6 LUNAR CARGO-COMPUTATION FOR B2H6 SYSTEM
K-21-69 -9
Vol III
PARAMETER S D[ING OPTIMIZED
INSULATIO" TNICKN(S5 • i'D0 IINCHSI
..... LAUNCH WEIGHT ..... • "*iO}OOoOq'| L_S I -'"
ULLAGE _(K¢fSTAGC OF TANK VOLUME b *ZOOAa_DI ( | I
VENT pA[SSUR[ , • *N$100*O) ( PSI l
MAAINU_ TANK PNCSSUR[ • *|ODD0*03 I PSi I
........... INITIA L PmOPt;LA*;T LQAD • *Ol¢|Y*O] | LOS i
_ #iS|lO_ rAXfI_ULA_S
q DURH MISSION ............... _- .... _ ................ CALCULATiO_ T1H[ w--gq*DqO'"'! O{'E 1 "*
FINN L pROPELLiNT TKNP[NATU_E • *]T]SA*O] IDEA*HI
O[|OffT AUN_A_T
OPT|NUN TANKI$) • 2 J'_'i:I_TAkKIS)
.... H|H|NU_ GAG( CUTOF_SAUN( .... J_--;_T2SO*O$'! PSI'}--_NA_FR[SSUN[ tOOTH|3 NlSSlOM ........ e'--*liSY?*O$ I PS1 I •
PROPELLANT TANK b *iAqRitOZ ( LD_ I PROPELLANT TANK SUQ_C[ ANNA • *]*F_eO_ IfT_| |
PROP(LLANT TANK VOLUH[ 4 *lR2qO*O| IrT*) I
..... PNOP[L_ANT TANg CHARACT(AIAT|¢ OIHe-• "*lA&_)*OI I_[ET I ....... N[S|DUAL ................... u--eTTF_O*O| ( LOS |
BOIL Off lay ANTI • *OOOOO I LiD I " CALCULAT[O NED|DUlL PROPELLANT VAPONe *°tnP_-_q I LNI I.
pO[SSU_hT Ik PROP[LLJNT TANK • *$_|6_0| I LOS I INSULATION • * **A*OI I LOS I
-- P_[$SUR_NT ANALYSIS* p_C$SUNAhT • o ---]7 -----HE PR(sSUNANT SPHERE OUTDID( PNOF[LLANTTAN_ .............
pfl(SSURAtlT 5pH(K[ AND|US • *?)?Zl*O0 IF[E! I FOCSAUNAMT SPM(NC #EIGHT • *t_$_*0_ ( LOS 1
pN(SSUKA_JT SPHERE VOLUHE V olt?iO*OI (?To) I PFl(STURANT N(_AINIMO I m PRESS OPHO • *43]_t-OI I LOS I
........ GAS FACTOR |OTHCN TANK * AESIOUALS| •'-*_S_SO_OI ................................................... ; .........
MOHOpTIHUH TANKI$! • 2 OFZ(¢|TANKITI
PROPELLANT TANK vOLUME _ elgt?t+OZ IFT*] I PNOP(LLANT TANK SURFACE AR(A • *)S|N'*O| IPT'_ 1
.......... pAOPCL_AkT TJHK CHARACTEAIST|C'O|_ t'-°*|OTK_4OI--IP[[T I ..... INSULATION ..... _--_)TYT_DI | L_ "| "'"
INtTIAL PROPELLANT LOAD * *lAq_|+Oq ¢ LD_ I CALCULATED INITIAL POOPELLANT VAPOR • *|l$1]*Ot I LOS I
F_DP[L_ANT TANK ....... s *i_?OiO_ ( LOS I D[B|DUAL I *Z33_*0_ ( _Jq |Totals "
pATLOA_ • *|9RqS*oq I LOS | LAUNCH #(|S_T • *_fl]_Oq I LNS I
SUNnAqT Dr BUNk OATA• TOTAL D[LTA ¥(;O_!T_ •eR!6&q,oq .............................................................
OURN • i
DELTA V[LOCI_ ORTAIN[D k *qoqooto_ (FT/$CI ORIENT OF PNOPCLLANT US[D • *)qT_9*OI I L_S I
...... _O£LTA pNOP[L_NT TCHp[RATUN[ * *?|;A|-O_ IO(K*NI NCIOMT OP PNOPCLLANT VAPO_ITEo APT(N• _139_N*01 I LA_ 1
OPERATING PR[|SUR( ..... • " iIS_DOto) m| _Sl | ..... TOTAL WEIGHT O_ NIATUAE USED "'- _ *|Y?i)*OT | L_S _'--"
OUNN • Z
" DELTA V[LO¢|_I ODTAINED ...... -l--*_A2|O*O_ IFT/SCI ..... _'NCIOHT Or PNOP[LLA NT US[O • g?sl$OeOl f L_S I "
O(LTA pKOP_L_NT TENpCNATUN[ • *Sq?YS°O$ |OEG'NI N[IOkT OF PKOPCLLANT vAPOAI_[D _PT(N• *R_R2A.O_ f LSl 1
...... Of(HATING PN_FSUN[ • *lSSOO*O) I IS| I TOTA L NEIOHT OF NIKTUR[ USED • ,195_1,0_ f LOS |
DUON • ] *
O[bVA TELOC|_T OBTAINED • *$|ZAs*Oq IFT/SCI N[|4_T OF PODP[LLAHT USED _ *_T_tl*O) f L_O t
- " DELTK pNOP[LL_NT TEHpEN&TUBE " * *iqois'o0 IO[_'NI .... WEIGHT Or PROPELLANT VSPON|ZEO AP?(# *iAlef-Ofl f LOS t
. OPEIATINO PKllSUN[ • _IOSOO*O) I PSi I *TOTAL O(li_/ or NlATUfl[ UAEO • *11109*04 ( LOS 1
.... DU_N • q
DELTA yELO¢ITF ODTAlk(_ ..... •- *SATOT_O_ lfl/_¢| ....... N_|_Hy Dr PRDPELLAN_ US[D "" "e'-*_R|ND_O_ | LDV |
DELTA pROPELLANT TE_PKNATUN( e *OOOOO IDCD'ml NEIOMT O_ PROPELLA NT vAPOeIZ(_ iFTEO_ *O000fl ! LB_ S
..... OPENAT|ND .PNESIUN( ..... _e. TOTAL WEIGHT Or FllITUDE UTEO • *l_e30*Oq ( LO_ 0
............ . |StONeD) |__s} _.............................................
WEIGHT SUMMARY
.............................. |9 _AY 69 .......... " ................
PI_OPt_LL_n;T$ I _lC) _ U2H6
USAULL _.[GIIT .. ,_082VtDN-
- STRUCTURE ......... -_ |7800t03
bASF. S IRUC TURN *95000*02
T&I_ ,_tJP,*'C*RT5 *.T_DODP_ Z
AT TACI.I_r_;;T 5 ......................... ,15000+02 " -- --
Gt_LRtgEAD /t_ULATIOfJ (1 _t ) *|6D00_02
PRGPELLA;_ F[E_J ASSE_)Ly ,3?|_3_03
YA¢_KS ................. *_7153+03 .......
VALV_r.$_F_L_ER_*PLU_i]|I;G*ULLAG|NG *38_OO+O 2
I(_SULA1;_I. (FIX_'D Af;(_ VAR|AGLE) ,33q11_02
_E TbOrtO ;_ L_U_.:P e. R ............ ,_7987+02 ........................... : ......
VR(_-SU_IZ_T|O,t SYSTEM IpLU_BIt_ ) TAY4(_) ,sTgGN*o_
[_G|F_E SISTER .15300,03
"" S_I_T _Ut_-TOTAL ,76033*03 -
¢O_T|NG[_"CT AOS ,76033.0_
ME_IOUAL_ ,_?oq3*o_
..... p_OP[LLA;_ T ................... ,62200+02 ........
VAPOH *_|77Y+O|
GAS ,16665.02












ULLAGe- I-'ERCE_"IfAUE OF IA;'IK VOLtr_(
-- VENT I"_L$$U;IE
INtTIAL pRES_u_PJT L_AU
_4KI_U_ TAfrK _'RI.$SU_ E











-- _I _SIGN PARTICULARS ........
=$ LUH_I _115_;ION CALCULATION IIM_ = 0T.989 I T_[C !
.......... FZNAL pkDV[LL_J1 TE_SPERATURE .- Z ._.52927+03 .IoJ.rG-R) ......................................
• 21985*03 I PSI gaX PRESSURE FOR THIS _1%510._ g
• 65311+02 ! kP5 ...... PROPELLANT TANK SL_qFAcC AREA . B
• |T3Bq*OZ EFT-3
.1607_01 (FE_T RESIDUA L I
• 000o o I LflS CALCULATED RES|OUAL PROPLLLA_T VAPOR=
I L_5 .... ZNSuLATIOh
I_ tRESS"BRANT SPHERE OUTS|DE PROPELLANT TANK
• SfiOTR-o0 (FEET) PREsSUHANT 5PHLRE WEIGHT " =
• T3872-O0 EFT-3 ) ...... FRE_'_K_RANT _E_AINING IN PRESS SPHR :
.2160_+0t
.ia287402 (F_-3'r_'_PROp_LLANT TA_l{ ._}RPAOE AR_A ......
• |63q_+01 |FEET ) |NSL_ATION •
.9q272_03 | LOS ) CALcULATED |NZT|AL PROPELLAN T VAPOR =
• 65891_02 ( LRS ) ....... RESIDUA L R
• _316540q | LB5 I LAUNCH WEIGHT
"OOO00 IL85 } ...... I S PERFORMANCE CoNTINGENCT ......
.15T_q_03 ( P$| !
.3_59_02 IFT-_ I
.2k95q_O2 ! LOg ;
• ,31106÷0t I LOS I
.1,1,1.02 I ERS 1
.62081-01 LOS
.33S67_02 IFT-_ !
.3_16&÷01 ( LOS ;
,33063-01 ( LR5 ;
.15596+02 I LOS |
.81667"04 ( LOS I
.30051_0_ | LB$ )
IFT/S_I WEIGHT OF PROPELLANT U_EO
(OEg-A| ...... VEIoHT OF PROPELLANT vAPURIZED AFTER=
I PS| I TOTAL _EIGN T OF MIXTURE US(O
(FT/SC I _EIGNT OF F;_OP[LLANT USEU •
(DIEO-R) _[ZGHT OF P_GPbLLANT vAPORlZEO AFIER=
| PS| ) ........ TOTA L rE,oH T OF MIXTUR E USED
IFT/5¢) " " _ gEIGHT OF P_OP_LLANT _JEU •
(O_O-R| _EZGH1 OF P_OPELLANT VAPOR|ZEO AFTER=
,1_R_6+02 ( L85 !
,_8699-01 ((. LOS ;
,3S2S6+Oe LOS I
.T$658*Ot ( LOS ;
,1g_80-01 | LeS )
$
.68715+03 I LB$ !
.17_65_0| ( LOS ;
• E J,G_T $U,_t-*AR T
oPTII,f_N TA;;K(_-I := 2 _ TANK(51
NINIYU,_ GAGE (;uTOF F pHESSUR(
pROPI[LLA; _T TADK .-
PROPELL_,NY TMI K VOLU:.. E "z
pROPLLLAI.T T_rA_ CIIARACTER|_T|E DIN= =
BOIL OFF (IF a_T; =
- PRE_SU_IIT [tJ pF_OPLLLAHT TANK
P_k',_SURAIiT A:I.ALYSI_' PRE_SU_AHT K " IT "
pRESSU_*I_T SPttr_H_ RAD|U5 =
p_ESS_'_t_tlT 5r!_;rtC VOLU_IE - "" :
GAS FACTOR (bTH_R TA:IK _ NESIO_AL_| :
NONOpTIr-_U_I IAI_K|S) ; 2 A-50 TAN_(S)
....... PROPELLANT TANX. VOLU;:E =
PROPELLAI_T TtNK CHARACTERISTIC Ol_l.|NITIAL P_OPELLANT LOAD :_
.......... pRoPELLaNT TANK "- =
TOTALS
PAyLOA_ a;
STRL_CTUttAL IVaRJAaL,£ _. CONSTANT) •
---_I_/,J4ART OF BURN DATA " TOTA L OEL.TA VELOCITY = ,91656+0q
BURN I_ 1
OELT& yELOCKT f ORTAINEO : ,A0_011+02
........ DELTA pROPELI &AT TE_4pERAT'JRE : "._t3_86-03
_PERA f II,G P_ESSi_IE = .15500¢03
.... BUR_q l_ z ....................
OL_.TA Vf.LOCITr oflrkl._E(1 : .26280¢02
O[LTA pitOPELLA'_T TEf_pERATt_E2 E ._3259-02
........ ¢_PEHA T ING PRE 5 =,_,_E ........ • .15500¢03
BURN _ 3
.......... OELTA VELOCITY ooTAII,EO ...... I l e32269;Oq
DELTA p_oP_LL_HT TEf;PENATURE = *6079i-00
0PERXT|,,G P_E_,S_[ ............. _ ,IS500_3 ! FS| ) TOTAL I_EIGNT. OI!" NIXT_r VSE0 ...... S_ ._33Z_'0_ ! LBS I
- Ot_N II • ............................................ :.......
DELTA V-'-LOC|TT GBTA|_ • -_BTOO+Oq EFT/SOl VEIGHT OF_ PRCPELLANT t)_E_ • .80160+0 _* | LB$ )DELTA PHGPELLA:.I TE_-_[_ATURE • tO000 G (DIG-R) MEIGHT PROPELLANT VAPOR|Z_.B AFTER= .00000 I LIt$ )




Table C-12b Vol. Ill
LUNAR CARGO -COMPUTATION FOR A-50 SYSTEM
ARRAn(TEAS 0BIN60PT|M|Z[O . . . . .........
INSULAT|ON TU|_K_(5S • *_O0 IINCNSI ..................... ........ "
L&UNCN WEIGht • *OlB?q*0q ! LNS
ULLA;[ P[N¢(NT_G( OF TAN_ TOLVN[ • *2OD)T*OI ( B
............ v(NT P_(SSUB[ • *lt96O*Oq I PSI
INITIAL PRES_URANT LOAD • *12000*01 I LA$
NAXlMU. TINK P_[$SU_[ • *_S000'0_ ¢ PSI
......... INITIA L PROPELLANT _OAp .... w*RR_?2*O$ ILl| ........................................................
• _|SSION P'AWTICVLARS *"
BURN HISSION ¢KLCULaTION TIM[ • 0A,$41 I SIC I
-- FINKL pBORELLKNT TENP[RKTUA[ • ,AISRq*D) ID[O*ml
--IEIGN T RUMNKRT
OPTIMUM ?ANKtS) • Z _TKNK)S)
MIk|NUll G_GE CUTOr_ P_ESSUm[
PROPELLANT TANK •
....... PBOP[LLKNT TA_K yOLUN[ .... i"
PROPELLAnt TANK CNAR_CTEN!STIC DIN* u
BOIL Orr (IT At_T) •
.......... pR_SSU_ANT IN PROPELLINT TANK •
FR[SSURANT AJ_ALY||S! PRESBURANT • * 17 *
" pN(SS_ANT SPHERE RADIUS •
#R(SSUqA_T SPHERE VOLUNE •
;AS _MCTOR (OTN[q TANK * N[S|OUKLS) •
..... NONOPIINUN TANK(S) • 2 NEOq TANI(DI
pROPELLANT TANK vOLVPE •
pROPELLANT TANK (HANACTEBIST|C O|M* •
INITIAL PROPELLANT LORD •
.......... pROP[LLANT TANK .... •
TOTALS
PAYLOAO •
.... $TRUCTURA_ (_¥ARIAOLE * CONSTANT| •
--|UMHARY Of BURN DKTA . TOTAL DELTA ¥[LOC|TT
BURN N I
DELTA ¥[LOCITT ONTAINED
......... DELTA PROPTLLA_T TEHP[RATUR[
Op[flATING PN[SSUR[
*E|A|9*03 ( PS] NKX PRESSURE ran T_[S N|SAIQN •
,6S|91_0_ ! L_S PBOP(LL_NT TA_ SURFACE Kq[i .... •
,t|2AY*OE or?-3 "" "
*lA3qq*o| (rE[T RESIDUAL •
*OOOO0 ( LOS ¢_LCULATEO RESIDUAL PKOPELLP_? YKP6_•
mli_O*O| | LB| INSULATION •
HE P_Es2UwKNT SpN[R[ OUTSIDE #AQP[LLA_T TAPIR
*RADAR*DO (_E[ T 1 PR(S_URANT SPH[A[ _|_NT •
*TEAT2-00 (_Y*) | " PBE_SUK_NT R[_KININ& I N _*[SS SPNB •
*|E02_¢OI
*|T)_R¢O_ i_T-2 J .... FBOP(LL_NT fang SUR_AEE Amen •
.I60T_*Ol (rE[T ) INSULKT|ON
.ISOO$*Oq | LBS ) CALCULATED IN|TIAL pROP[LLAN_ V_#OB •
*&S)II*02 I LOS | ..... _(EIOUAL •
*2$I|S*Oq I LBS I LAUNCH WEIGHT •












W[ISNT OF PROP[LLK_IT QS[O • *6?Bhk*01 | LR_
4(|GN? OF F_O_[LLA_T vAPOelTEB AFTra. ,1t277701 f L_R





















DELTA V[LOCIT_ OITAIN[O • . ,_l_O*OE IRTISCI IIIG_T O_ P_OP(LLK*_T Q_[O • ,N?2NO_Ot I Lq$
D[LTA pROP[LLAe_T TEND[NATUre • _qAqRA'02 [D[I-RI I(IE#? Or PRO_ELLA't_ vA_O_t_Eo AFTEr• *??&_q-o@ f Lq_
--OPIIITINI @I(SSUR[ m *ISSO0'O) I til I .... TOTAL wI|I)T OF MIITU_[ U$[D • *[qSgI(OS I _I$
JUBN i $
-- "---=O[LTA VELOCITY . OIIAINIO ........... --*$2[iR*0q IFTtSCI .......... ]ll|$HT O t PROPELLAnt USED " 0" ,q?sNfl*hl f L_I ) -
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